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List of Acronyms
CAPEX:

Capital Expenditure

CoLA:

Cost of Living Adjustment

DAM:

Day Ahead Market

EEC:

Eswatini Electricity Company

ESERA:

Eswatini Energy Regulatory Authority

ESI:

Electricity Supply Industry

MYPD:

Multi-Year Price Determination Period

MYPD2:

Second Multi-year Price Determination Period.

MYPD3:

Third Multi-year Price Determination Period.

NERSA:

National Energy Regulator of South Africa

O&M:

Operating and Maintenance

OPEX:

Operating Expenditure

RAB:

Regulated Asset Base

RCA:

Regulatory Clearing Account.

SAPP:

Southern African Power Pool

WACC:

Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WC:

Working Capital

Definitions
Authority:

This refers to Eswatini Energy Regulatory Authority.

Cost of Service Study:

A study conducted to establish how much it cost to service each
particular class of customers. The last study was completed in
September 2017.

Cost-reflective Tariffs:

Tariffs that are indicative of cost-causation and reflect the cost
of supplying a particular category of customers.

Quality of Service Standard: is regulatory instrument which the Authority and the licensee
uses to monitor the quality of the service provided to the
consumer.
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Quality of Supply Standard:

is regulatory instrument which the Authority and the licensee
uses to monitor the quality of the electricity supplied to the
consumer.

Regulatory Clearing Account: An account kept by a regulated electricity licensee in which all
variation in actual results and forecasts are recorded. It enables
the entity to recoup under/ over recoveries in revenues.
Regulatory Period:

It is a full year for regulatory purposes. For Eswatini ESI, it is
similar to the utility company’s financial year.

Subsidy Framework:

A regulatory instrument whose objective is to protect indigent
customers from tariff increases and ensure that they access
basic level of the electricity services.

Tariff Methodology:

A regulatory instrument used to determine a sufficient revenue
requirement by a licensee and subsequently derive tariffs at a
level that will enable recovery of the revenue requirement.

Utility:

This refers to the Eswatini Electricity Company.
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1. Executive Summary
1.1.
On the

EEC’s Application
31st

October 2019, the Authority received a tariff filing from the Eswatini Electricity

Company. In its application, EEC was requesting a revenue requirement of E2,390,596,319 for
the financial year 2020/21 and a revenue requirement of E2,793,322,039 for the financial year
2021/22. Over and above the budgeted costs for the respective years, the total revenue
requirement is inclusive of past Regulatory Clearing Account (RCA) balances which the utility
seeks to liquidated. The RCA balances are E77,147,665 under-recovery approved during
Second Multi-Year Price Determination Period (MYPD2) application, E185,043,192 underrecovery for financial year 2016/17, an over-recovery of E130,357,915 for financial year
2017/18 and an over-recovery of E277,035,313 for financial year 2018/19. This translates to
an average tariff increase of 5.7% for each of the MYPD3 years.
The EEC application can be summarized in the table1:

Unit Sales (MWh)

Fixed Assets (Net of Customer funded assets, grants)
Inventories
Accounts Receivable less accounts payable
Allowed Regulated Asset Base (RAB) ( E )
Allowed Return %
Allowed Return (E)

2019/20 - EEC
Budget (No Tariff
Award)
1,129,633

2019/20 - Current
EEC Estimates (No
Tariff Award)
2020/21 - Proposed 2021/22 - Proposed
1,116,288
1,127,451
1,133,088

E
1,425,693,273
56,217,783
(31,820,046)
1,450,091,010

1,538,489,644
70,000,000
(61,820,046)
1,546,669,598

E
1,850,452,154
70,000,000
(110,000,000)
1,850,452,154

E
2,219,940,718
70,000,000
(130,000,000)
2,219,940,718

9.95%

12.00%

12.00%

12.00%

144,284,055

185,600,352

222,054,258

266,392,886

1,252,821,247
998,557,309
(15,480,493)
2,235,898,062

1,253,317,765
995,679,342
(14,743,327)
2,234,253,780

1,346,517,150
983,454,800
(16,254,518)
2,313,717,432

1,457,809,748
1,086,186,649
(17,067,244)
2,526,929,153

144,284,055

185,600,352

222,054,258

266,392,886

2,380,182,118

2,419,854,131

2,535,771,690

2,793,322,039

Allowed Expenditure ( E )
Cost of Sales
Operating Costs (incl. depr.)
Deduct Other income
Total Costs ( E )
Allowed return ( E )
Allowed Revenue before reconciliation ( E )
Add back 25% under recovery from 2014/15, 2015/16 years
as approved by ESERA
Add back 100% under recovery from 2016/17
Minus 100% over recovery from 2017/18
Minus 100% over recovery from 2018/19
Net Allowable Revenue ( E )

77,147,665
185,043,192
(130,357,915)

2,512,015,059

77,147,665
185,043,192
(130,357,915)

2,551,687,073

77,147,665
185,043,192
(130,357,915)
(277,035,313)
2,390,569,319

2,793,322,039

Table 1: Summary of EEC Application Source: EEC Tariff Application write-up
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1.2.

The Legislative Framework

The Authority initiated the review of the application in accordance with the relevant legislation,
including the Energy Regulatory Act, the Electricity Act, the Tariff Methodology and other
relevant regulatory tools.

1.3.

Stakeholder Consultations

The Authority conducted stakeholder consultations as shown in table 2:
Date

Audience

Place

Time

Venue

04-Jan

Lubombo Public

Siteki

9:30 AM

Siteki Hotel

06-Jan

Hhohho Public

Piggs Peak

9:30 AM

Red Cross

07-Jan

Shiselweni Public

Nhlangano

9:30 AM

Water Services Auditorium

08-Jan

Trade Unions/Consumer groups/ Other Interest Groups

Manzini

9:30 AM

The George

09-Jan

Govt Ministries & Business Community

Mbabane

9:30 AM

Mountain Inn

10-Jan

Hhohho Public

Mbabane

9:30 AM

Thokoza Centre

11-Jan

Manzini Public

Manzini

9:30 AM

Caritas

Table 2: Stakeholder Consultation Schedule

During the consultations, stakeholders raised quite a number of issues which according to a
majority, was rendering the tariff increase request unacceptable. Amongst the issues raised,
was non-affordability of electricity in light of depreciating purchasing power of worker’s
salaries, and high unemployment rate. Consumers also questioned the efficiency of EEC’s
operations, mainly procurement. Stakeholders were also not happy with EEC’s customer
service, the timing of the consultation, the lack of detailed cost information to make an
informed decision and the lack of transparency in setting of installation connection charges.
They further challenged the utility company to increase local generation and challenged the
Regulator to ensure effective competition within the industry.

1.4.

Technical and Economic Analysis

The Authority further conducted extensive analysis of the filing. The analysis focused on
compliance with minimum filing requirements, quality of service standard (SZN 026) and
quality of supply standard (SZN 027). Also conducted was after fact reconciliation of the results
of MYPD2, through a thorough review of RCAs.
The analysis revealed that EEC was not able to meet some of the filing requirements which
included submission of the latest Audited Financial Statements and a report on the prudence
of costs incurred. Regarding compliance to SZN 026 and SZN 027, the following was noted:
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•

The EEC network is non-compliant to some network performance requirements set out
in SZNS 027, the Authority notes EEC’s recommended activities targeted at improving
quality of supply and compliance to QoS standard and will further request updates on
implementation of same. Reports on network performance will also be requested for
reviewal to ensure that corrective actions address identified root causes.

•

The overall performance of the licensee, in terms of SZN026, based on quarterly reports
for Quarter 1 and Quarter 2 for FY 2019/20, the performance of the licensee is not
satisfactory. This is due to discrepancies within the data provided.

When analyzing the RCA balances, based on the information limitation, not all discretionary
pass-throughs were allowed for EEC. The Authority decided on the RCAs as follows:
RCA

MYPD2

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Revenue Requirement (Adjusted)
EEC Request
Adjustment
Approval

1,758,247,146

1,795,490,000

2,053,936,727

(26,532,043)

(32,736,397)

(2,454,498)

1,731,715,103

1,762,753,603

2,051,482,230

Revenues Recovered
Facility Charge Revenues

59,197,436

64,930,430

73,103,078

1,200,739,013

1,454,502,107

1,746,817,929

Demand (kW or kVA) Revenues

235,300,026

294,319,966

352,753,705

Access Revenues

128,744,400

141,085,486

155,651,148

-9,289,125

2,785,689

1,623,980,875

1,945,548,864

2,331,111,548

107,734,228

(182,795,261)

(279,629,318)

Energy Sales Revenues

Year end adjustments made

Allowed RCA Balances
RCA Balance Allowed
Total RCA Balance Due
Table 3: ESERA RCAs decisions

77,147,665

(277,542,686)

The Authority further analyzed the forecasts for 2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22. The Authority
looked into the reasonableness of forecasts and assumptions made. There were major
adjustments made in areas such as the RAB, return on RAB or WACC, employee costs, as well
as key economic indicators.
Additions to the RAB for were adjusted downwards by 10% slippage factor based on past
trends on asset capitalization.

The graph below shows the trend in forecast and actual

capitalization:
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Asset Value

Asset Value: Budget vs Actual: Historic and Forecast
2,500,000,000
2,000,000,000
1,500,000,000
1,000,000,000
500,000,000
-

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

BUDGET 1,323,71

1,323,71

1,457,96

1,248,61

1,248,61

1,545,66

1,850,45

2,219,94

ACTUAL

1,169,67

1,226,58

1,009,84

973,663,

1,177,57

Year
BUDGET

ACTUAL

Figure 1: Historic and Forecast asset values

The return on RAB was adjusted from EEC’s proposed 12% to 7.92% after a review of the key
assumptions used to calculate WACC. The comparison of the WACC computation is shown in
table 4:

EEC

ESERA

Filing

Approval

WACC Input Assumptions
Risk free rate (nominal)

8.78

8.618

9%

60%

8.78

5.3

0.439

0.358

27.50%

27.50%

6.65

6.65

Equity beta (leveraged)

0.470

0.747

Nominal before tax

17.81

17.35

Nominal after tax

12.91

12.58

WACC (nominal before tax)

16.80

10.93

WACC (nominal after tax)

12.00

7.92

Gearing
Market Risk Premium (nominal)
Asset beta (unlevered)
Corporate Tax Rate
Calculations
Cost of debt
Nominal before tax
Cost of equity

Results

Table 4: Comparison of WACC computation
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Based on the adjustments made to RAB and to WACC, the allowed return for EEC is shown in
table 5.
Return

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

EEC Proposal

184,618,757.28

222,054,282.48

266,392,886.16

Adjustment

68,123,686.17

78,769,877.41

94,400,397.70

116,495,071.11

143,284,405.07

171,992,488.46

Approved

Table 5: EEC proposed and ESERA approved return on assets

Salaries were also adjusted and allowed to escalate in line with increase in staffing and cost of
living adjustment assumed to be 6.5% based on past approvals whilst overtime was adjusted
for staff numbers, cost of living adjustment and a 1% productivity factor. The analysis of staff
costs is summarized in the table 6.
ESERA Recommendations

Base Year (2018/19)

Salaries
Overtime

221,496,173
41,132,394
2018/19

2019/20

2018/19
Av. Overtime per Employee

2019/20
54,050

2018/19 (Base)
ESERA Calculations

Salaries

2021/22

2020/21
57,564

2021/22

61,305

2019/20

65,290

2020/21

2021/22

221,496,173

242,712,945

259,149,540

275,994,260

41,132,394

44,621,678

47,643,472

50,740,297

Salaries

-

(29,594,861)

(3,887,777)

(2,958,301)

Overtime

-

(3,451,445)

(387,612)

(671,579)

Overtime

Adjustments to EEC Forecast

2020/21

Table 6: Staff costs analysis

1.5.

Tariff Recommendation/ Approval

After incorporating all the analysis summarized above and other analysis discussed elsewhere
in this report, the Authority approved EEC’s revenue requirement for the respective financial
years is shown in table 7:
2019/20
Cost of Sales

2020/21

2021/22

1,253,317,765

1,328,460,735

1,450,071,467

Opex

785,573,964

808,052,971

892,670,609

Depreciation

177,059,073

171,126,440

189,886,160

Return on RAB

117,142,923

143,284,389

171,992,488

Other Revenues

(14,743,327)

(16,254,518)

(17,067,244)
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RCA Balances
Allowed Revenues

2,318,350,398

(138,771,343)

(138,771,343)

2,295,898,675

2,548,782,137

Table 7: Approved Revenue requirement for 2020/21 and 2021/2022 financial years

There above allowed revenues are to be recovered via the various charges shown in table 8:
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Facility Charges

68,730,845

71,806,809

74,738,609

Energy Charges

1,786,068,618

1,826,129,293

1,858,124,906

Demand Charges

347,428,257

350,888,941

352,643,386

Access Charges

153,261,083

154,787,448

155,561,385

2,355,488,803

2,403,612,492

2,441,068,286

(37,138,405)

(107,713,817)

107,713,851

Recovered Revenues

Deferred Revenues

Table 8: Projected allowed revenue recovery streams

The approved revenues shall be covered through a 1.03% tariff increase in 2020/21 and a
1.05% increase in 2021/22. Table 9 shows the changes in average tariff, the adjustment rate,
the revenue requirements for each year and the revenues to be recovered in that particular
year.
2019/20
Average Price (E/kWh)

2020/21
2.11

Average % Increase

2021/22
2.13

2.15

1.03%

1.05%

Revenue Requirement

2,318,350,398

2,295,898,675

2,548,782,137

Revenue Recovery

2,355,488,803

2,403,612,492

2,441,068,286

Deferred Recovery

(37,138,405)

107,713,817

(107,713,851)

Net Under/ (Over) Recovery

(37,138,371)

Table 9: Average tariffs and increase adjustment rates for 2020/21 and 2021/22

It is further directed that domestic customers absorb a higher proportion of the tariff increase
as a step towards rebalancing of tariffs. The Subsidy Framework is also recommended to be
implemented parallel with the rebalancing of tariffs. To reach cost-reflectivity within a period
of 8 years, a sufficient tariff increase rate per annum would have been 12%, based on the
assumptions made beyond the MYPD3. However, the recommended average tariff can only
result in a 3.22% increase for the domestic customers for each of the years 2020/21 and
2021/22.
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2. The Legislative Framework
In regulating prices and making tariff determinations, the Authority is guided by the Energy
Regulatory Act, Electricity Act and applicable key regulatory instruments in particular tariff
methodology.

2.1. Energy Regulatory Act, 2007
The Eswatini Energy Regulatory Authority is a regulatory body established through the
Energy Regulatory Act, 2007. The overall responsibility of the Authority is regulation and
control of the Eswatini Electricity Supply Industry, through the Electricity Act, 2007.
In terms of section 5 of the Energy Regulatory Act, 2007, the functions of the Authority
Includes but not limited to:
•

Issuing licences

•

Setting licence conditions

•

Enforcing compliance to licence conditions

•

Regulate and approve tariffs, charges and conditions of services provided by
licensed entities

•

Receive, investigate and adjudicate complaints

•

Set quality of supply and service standards

•

Encourage development of uniform industry standards and code of conduct

•

Promote the interest of consumers while maintaining the integrity and
sustainability of regulated entities.

2.2. Electricity Act, 2007
In terms of the Electricity Act, 2007, tariffs shall be regulated in accordance with Section 32
of this act. The Act states that:
“Prices ... shall be regulated ... according to one or more of the following tariff
methodologies, which shall:
•

allow a licensee that operates efficiently to recover the full costs of its business
activities, including a reasonable return on the capital invested in business;

•

provide incentives for continued improvement in respect of technical and
economic efficiency with which services are provided;
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•

provide incentives for continued improvement of quality services;

•

give to consumers proper signals regarding the costs that their consumption
imposes on the business of the licensee; or,

•

avoid undue discrimination between consumers and consumer categories.”

2.3. The Tariff Methodology
In terms of section 6 of the Tariff Methodology Regulations, the Authority shall hold a public
hearing or hearings at such venues and times as it considers appropriate to canvass the
opinions of interested parties on the application for the tariff adjustments.
The Authority shall consider the application for tariff adjustment and make a decision within
three months, with due consideration of the following:
•

The tariff methodology;

•

Public opinion canvassed by the Authority; and

The Tariff Methodology states the following tariff objectives:
Expectations

Tariff Objectives

Description

Customer

1. Affordable

Least cost options (price should exclude
inefficiencies)

2. Non discriminatory

Tariffs should be applicable to all customers on
an equal and fair basis

3. Predictable & Stable

Customers should be kept informed and real
price adjustments should be gradual

4. Transparent

Easy to read and apply, and contains no hidden
costs

5. Cost Reflective

Cover the costs of the business plus a return
(profit) component

6. Encourage efficient use

Appropriate price signals that will stimulate
efficient use of electricity

7. Implementation cost

Implementation and transaction costs should be
low

8. Social Support

Tariff levels and structures should accommodate
social programmes

9. Self sufficiency in generation
capacity

Expansion through development of own
resources

10. SOE’s to be self funding

ESI should not rely on Government for funding

11. Shareholder expectations

Appropriate taxation & dividends

Utility

Government

Figure 2: Tariff methodology stakeholder expectations and tariff objectives
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3. Eswatini Electricity Company (EEC) Application for the Third Multiyear Price Determination Period (MYPD 3)
On the 1st November 2019, the Authority received a Tariff increase application
by the EEC for the MYPD 3, which covers the financial years 2020/21 and 2021/22.
The utility company was requesting a revenue requirement of E2,390,596,319 for the financial
year 2020/21 and a revenue requirement of E2,793,322,039 for the financial year 2021/22.
Over and above the budgeted costs for the respective years, the total revenue requirement is
inclusive of past Regulatory Clearing Account (RCA) balances which the utility seeks to
liquidated. The RCA balances are E77,147,665 under-recovery approved during MYPD2
application, E185,043,192 under-recovery for financial year 2016/17, an over-recovery of
E130,357,915 for financial year 2017/18 and an over-recovery of E277,035,313 for financial
year 2018/19. The reasons the utility provided for the variances ranges from change in energy
mix due to change in water availability, SAPP prices, effects of storms, amongst others. To
recover the requested revenue, EEC requested an average tariff increase of 5.7% for each of
the MYPD3 years.
The table below shows a breakdown of the EEC’s requested revenue requirement:
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2019/20 - EEC
Budget (No Tariff
Award)
1,129,633

Unit Sales (MWh)

Fixed Assets (Net of Customer funded assets, grants)
Inventories
Accounts Receivable less accounts payable
Allowed Regulated Asset Base (RAB) ( E )
Allowed Return %
Allowed Return (E)

2019/20 - Current
EEC Estimates (No
Tariff Award)
2020/21 - Proposed 2021/22 - Proposed
1,116,288
1,127,451
1,133,088

E
1,425,693,273
56,217,783
(31,820,046)
1,450,091,010

1,538,489,644
70,000,000
(61,820,046)
1,546,669,598

E
1,850,452,154
70,000,000
(110,000,000)
1,850,452,154

E
2,219,940,718
70,000,000
(130,000,000)
2,219,940,718

9.95%

12.00%

12.00%

12.00%

144,284,055

185,600,352

222,054,258

266,392,886

1,252,821,247
998,557,309
(15,480,493)
2,235,898,062

1,253,317,765
995,679,342
(14,743,327)
2,234,253,780

1,346,517,150
983,454,800
(16,254,518)
2,313,717,432

1,457,809,748
1,086,186,649
(17,067,244)
2,526,929,153

144,284,055

185,600,352

222,054,258

266,392,886

2,380,182,118

2,419,854,131

2,535,771,690

2,793,322,039

Allowed Expenditure ( E )
Cost of Sales
Operating Costs (incl. depr.)
Deduct Other income
Total Costs ( E )
Allowed return ( E )
Allowed Revenue before reconciliation ( E )
Add back 25% under recovery from 2014/15, 2015/16 years
as approved by ESERA
Add back 100% under recovery from 2016/17
Minus 100% over recovery from 2017/18
Minus 100% over recovery from 2018/19

77,147,665
185,043,192
(130,357,915)

Net Allowable Revenue ( E )

2,512,015,059

77,147,665
185,043,192
(130,357,915)

2,551,687,073

77,147,665
185,043,192
(130,357,915)
(277,035,313)
2,390,569,319

2,793,322,039

Figure 3: Breakdown of EEC's proposed revenue requirement

The EEC application was based on the economic and technical assumptions listed in table:
FY-2020/21

FY- 2021/22

CPI – sourced from CBE

4.54%

5.36%

Population Growth

1%

1%

GDP Growth

1.3%

1.7%

US$/R

15.91

15.22

WACC

12.00%

12.00%

Eskom tariff increase

13.06%

10.16%

Number of Customers

254,087 (Y-O-Y 6.7%)

267,837 (Y-O-Y 5.4%)

Unit Purchases

1,303 GWh (Y-O-Y 1%)

1,310 GWh (Y-O-Y 1%)
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Unit Sales

1,127 GWh (Y-O-Y 1%)

System Losses
Reserve Capacity from Eskom

1,133 GWh (Y-O-Y 1%)

13.50%

13.50%

185 MW

185 MW

Table 10:EEC's economic and technical assumptions

The assumptions used to arrive to the WACC above can be summarized in the table below:
WACC

=

Risk Free Rate

12.00%

Based on the current recent treasury bill rate for 364 8.78%
days obtained from the CBE

Gearing

d%

Debt capital as a percentage of the Total Invested 9%
Capital (debt gearing of 9%). Note that the gearing of
9:91 is based on the current actual debt: equity ratio as
per the 2019 Annual Financial Statements

Equity Beta

Based on the NERSA comparable companies unlevered 0.5
beta median of 0.439 which was then re-levered at EEC
0.09 debt/equity ratio using the marginal tax rate of
27.5% applicable in the Kingdom of Eswatini.

Equity

Risk

Based on the risk-free rate as for any investment to be 8.78%

Premium

made, the return expected will not be lower than the
country's risk-free rate

Tax Rate

t%

Tax rate (27,5%). This is the current corporate tax rate 27.5%
that applies to company's in Eswatini

Cost of Debt

Kd

Cost of Debt = 6.65%. This value has been obtained by 6.65%
getting the average rate of the interest at which EEC
obtains funds.
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Cost of Equity

Ke

Cost of equity (Risk free rate of 7,757% plus equity beta 0.13
of 0.4 multiplied by equity risk premium of 7,757%).
The equity beta is based on values for an equivalent
industry proxy i.e. a regional public sector power utility.
We have taken Eskom as the proxy and used the equity
beta.

e%

Debt capital as a percentage of the Total Invested
Capital (debt gearing of 9%). Note that the gearing of
9:91 is based on the current actual debt: equity ratio as
per the 2019 Annual Financial Statements

Table 11:EEC’s WACC input assumptions

EEC has budgeted to undertake projects of the following nature during the MYPD3:
SUMMARY OF PROJECTS
DESCRIPTION
Transmission

2020/21
Lines

and

Feeder

Bays

2021/22

118,736,000

259,494,723

Strengthening and Replacement Projects
NRAP - Network Reinforcement and Access

-

Project - World Bank 30 Year Loan $28 Million

Distribution Line Strengthening Projects

420,000,000

139,850,000

113,960,728

34,000,000

30,200,000

Other Projects

134,133,642

206,572,404

TOTALS

426,719,642

1,030,227,855

Generation Hydro Efficiency Improvement

Table 12: EEC MYPD3 project summary

The above projects can further be broken down as follows:
DESCRIPTION

2020/21

2021/22
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Northeast grid 66kV reinforcement - 1x

20,000,000

165,344,813

132kV line bay at Moses Hlophe; Moses
Hlophe – Sihhoye T 132kV line (50km Lynx); 2
x 40 MVA 132/66kV substation
KaLanga-Simunye 66KV Line Replacement

61,236,000

Transmission Feeder Bays

37,500,000

94,149,910

Transmission Lines Steel Poles

-

123,030,000

NRAP - Network Reinforcement and Access

-

420,000,000

Project - World Bank 30 Year Loan $28 Million

Distribution

Re-allocation

of

Overhead

50,000,000

50,000,000

Distribution Line Strengthening Projects

39,850,000

13,960,728

Normandie Line Refurbishment

50,000,000

50,000,000

Generation Hydro Efficiency Improvement

34,000,000

30,200,000

Buildings Refurbishment and Depot Housing

37,966,809

24,782,118

IT, COMMS, Survey, SCADA Equipment

30,734,833

9,120,500

Motor Vehicles Replacement and Additions

24,662,000

24,554,400

Other Projects

40,770,000

25,085,386

426,719,642

1,030,227,855

Cables (SZN026)

(Blocks of flats for 8 depots)

TOTALS
Table 13: EEC MYPD3 projects breakdown

The purchase/ generation mix for the MYPD is budgeted as follows:
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Figure 4: MYPD3 projected purchase/generation mix

The system’s maximum demand for MYPD3 is forecasted as follows:

Figure 5: MYPD3 maximum demand forecast
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4. Technical Analysis and Findings on past Approvals
4.1. Minimum Filing Requirements
In its initial filing, the utility submitted almost all the required information with the
exception of the following:
•

Latest Annual Financial Statements (FY2018/19),

•

Man Power Register

•

RCA for 2018/19

•

Evidence that past costs have been prudently incurred.

The Authority sent out request for the missing information, as well as other information which
it believed to be pertinent to the tariff review process. The utility submitted most of the
requested information with an exception of the latest Audited Financial Statements and a
report demonstrating prudence of costs. Nevertheless, the Authority used the available
information to analyze past costs and future forecasts as presented in the EEC application.
Directive #1:
It is directed that EEC includes as part of Minimum Filing Requirements her Budget Assumptions
Book/ Manual.
1. Budget Assumption Book/ Report must show key assumptions used to derive Forecasts
e.g. Energy Consumption, Energy Demand, Operating Expenditure (With personnel
costs shown separately), Capital Expenditure, etc., as well as specific sources where
certain elements have been sourced externally (e.g. inflation).

4.2. Technical Compliance Analysis
4.2.1. Quality of Supply
The review below is based on Quality of Supply (QoS) compliance report for the 2019
financial year (April 2018 – March 2019) as well as a historic report for the 2016
calendar year (1st January 2019 – 31st December 2016).
The compliance to the QoS standard (SZNS 027) was conducted by EEC through Power
Quality (PQ) data from PQ instruments installed at the 13 network locations presented
on Figure 1 below.
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Figure 6 Summary of Power Quality Performance April 2018 – March 2019
The sites monitored were assessed for compliance to several quality of supply
parameters such as: voltage magnitude, voltage unbalance, flicker, total harmonic
distortion, harmonics and voltage dips amongst others. Areas of none compliance are
presented on Figure 1 and the following

observations, comments

are

recommendations can be made:
Voltage unbalance is observed at three locations, two of indicate feeders currently in
use being Edwaleni II – Camden (400kv), Stonehenge 2010 (132kv). There is no
conclusion made on the possible causes of voltage unbalance it is worth noting that
this was also an issue in the 2016 Quality of Supply (QoS) compliance report and
requires attention as it is at HV level where it is not expected.
Total Harmonic Distortion and Harmonics - the issue of 5th order harmonics on the EEC
power system is known and was again prevalent in the 208/2019 financial year. A
similar trend observation was observed in the 2016 QoS compliance report. The
standard requires all electrical utilities to have a compliance of less 8% for LV and MV
networks, 4% for HV and EHV, a requirement the EEC network fails to meet.
Voltage Dips and their mitigation: SZNS 027 requires the EEC to limit T and Z2 voltage
dip types and the need to undertake same is acknowledged by EEC in their Monitoring
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and Improvement Program of their 2016 compliance report. The EEC is argued to
undertake the necessary dip tracking and dip to trip matching as well as root cause
analysis which will provide recommendations to mitigate such dips. Reports on
investigations of T and Z2 dips should be included in the annual compliance report for
Quality of Supply as recommended in the quality of supply compliance review reports
forwarded to the Authority
Recommendation
The EEC network is non-compliant to some network performance requirements set out in SZNS
027, the Authority notes EEC’s recommended activities targeted at improving quality of supply
and compliance to QoS standard and will further request updates on implementation of same.
Reports on network performance will also be requested for reviewal to ensure that corrective
actions address identified root causes.
Directive #2:
EEC shall furnish the Authority with regular updates on implementation of activities targeted
at improving quality of supply, and that network performance reports to track performance
improvements must be submitted to the regulator periodically.

The installation of Power Quality Monitoring instruments at all substations amounting to E 3
240 000 as presented in the EEC Network Master Plan (2017) is noted. Monitoring power
quality at all substations will give EEC a global view of their network, reports from the PQ
instruments can assist the EEC to monitor their compliance to the QoS standard and should be
availed to the regulator as an when required.
Improvements in quality of supply that will be attributed from the transmission and
distribution projects earmarked for the 2020/2021 and 2021/2022 cannot be readily
quantified, it is however generally understood that projects aimed at network strengthening
and improvement in reliability will result in better quality of electricity supply to customers.
The replacement of wooden poles with steel poles is a low hanging fruit to ensure the network
withstands adverse weather conditions.
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With the installation of more PQ devices at all substations and the refurbishment of the
Normandie line amongst others, the regulator hopes the EEC will arrest the issue harmonics
on the system which is likely to have an impact on the integration of renewable energy plants
currently being procured through competitive bidding.

4.2.2. Quality of Service
The Quality of Service Standard in the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) is regulatory
instrument which the Authority and the licensee may use to monitor the quality of the
service provided to the consumer. The national standards state the minimum
expectations of a certain service activity or plan within a specific period. For instance,
if a customer requests a quotation s/he should receive it within 10 working days if no
new infrastructure is required. If the quotation is not received within the 10 days, the
provider can be said to be non-compliant. The customer has the right to approach the
licensee and is entitled to a good explanation for the delay. The quality of service
standard outlines some activities which demonstrate the different quality of service
aspects such as the reliability and responsiveness of the licensee. The quality of service
standard is to assist all parties involved, which are the customer, service provider
(licensee) and the regulator to create an environment where all parties are happy with
the service provided. Based on the electricity supply standard from the Eswatini
Standards Authority the regulator is expected to monitor the compliance of the service
provider as per the SZNS 026 quality of service standards.
Licensee Targets and Key Service Activities
As per the Quality of Service reporting guidelines, a licensee is to report on the
following outlined format in file formats agreed upon with the Authority. Some of the
matrixes are reported in a tabulated form yet some can be submitted in the form of a
questionnaire. The performance of the licensee per service activity will be highlighted
in relation the quarterly reports submitted to the Authority, the national standard and
the licensee’s report submitted with the tariff application pack. The different service
activities will be listed below.
1. Processing of requests for supply
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•

Providing quotations to customers
o The average success percentage saw a decline from 41.5 % to 10% between
the first and second quarter for the FY 2019/20 of which is less than the 95%
target of success.

•

Providing supply
o The average percentage success was at 44.2% in Q1 whilst in Q2, the
licensee reported 0%. The figures provided were on the average number of
days to provide a quotation. It is worth noting that this activity is about the
supplying of electricity given that the customer has met all the requirements
stipulated by the licensee so to be supplied with electricity.
o The licensee has a challenge of data availability and an efficient process for
supply of electricity activity. The licensee has in place a connection process
optimization committee, the Planning and Distribution departments to
assist with key factors that affect the processing of request for supply such
as defining thresholds for feasibility studies.

2. Credit metering
General activity
The general monitored elements for credit meters are the following:
•

Metering points to be read at least once every three months

•

Metering points to be read once a month.

Based on the quarterly reports submitted for 2019/20, the percentage success
increased from 36.9% to over a 100%. On the other hand, the licensee acknowledges
to not providing certain information to its credit meter customers as required by the
national standard.
Penalties for non-payment
This section looks into the following aspects
Disconnections and reconnections of credit meters
In the licensee’s report it is mentioned that they ‘effect disconnections within 48
hours for non-payment which is well far-off the 14 days stipulated in the standard’.
As mentioned, the standard has certain conditions that should be met, unless
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there are some contractual conditions. These include the 14 days period before
actually disconnecting the customer. Nonetheless, the licensee does submit the
number of disconnections done within 14 days after the due payment date. From
the quarterly reports, the percentage success was more than 80%.
Disconnections and reconnections of commercial/industrial customers
The licensee hit the percentage target of 100% for all the months observed in both
Q1 and Q2 with a single dip of 46% in January.

Account queries
For all queries received via telephone were responded to at a 100% percentage
success as per the Q1 and Q2 reports. The licensee’s report does not mention
anything about account queries.
3. Prepayment metering
•

Provision of vending stations
The provision of vending machines is not yet monitored. The national standard
states that this parameter could be monitored by the following means:
a) all the vending stations could be plotted on a large-scale map and then
compliance could be manually evaluated on an individual basis; or
b) the area of supply (in 𝑘𝑚2 ) covered by the vending stations could be
divided by the number of vending stations. The area per vending station
should not exceed 80 𝑘𝑚2 .

To add on, the licensee does not provide data on the average number of customers
per vending station as required by the reporting guidelines of the standard. The
vending machine in the quarterly reports for Q1 and Q2, there is no number of
customers per area, but instead we have the political regions of the country. The
vending machines are not listed as per the region name, which makes it difficult to
determine the number of customers per area.
•

Hours of business of vending stations
The operating hours for vending stations were within the times stated by the
national standard.
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•

Prepayment and credit meters accuracy queries
Queries on meters for both the credit and prepayment customers were quite low.
Each category did not go above 10 queries for both the quarters, Q1 and Q2.

4. Network faults
•

The location and hours of business of fault reporting centers.
The licensee does have reporting centers which are open within the stipulated
hours from the standard.

•

The restoration of supply after a forced interruption.
The reporting of this matrix does not follow the reporting guidelines as outlined
by the standard. This makes it challenging to give conclusive analysis.

5. Customer complaints, enquiries and requests
•

Customer complaints, Customer enquiries, Customer requests.
The service activities in this section were where the licensee got to make a more
than 95% success. The ‘time to carry out a customer requests’ was highlighted to
be an unclear activity for both the quarters.

6. Telephone services
Service activities under this section are:
•

The provision of essential telephone services,

•

The provision and performance of specific telephone services,

•

Call handling.

Under the telephone services section, the licensee performed quite well too with
success rate above the set 95%. However, service activities such as average response
time, incoming calls dealt with within 5min had a quite lower performance than the
minimum standard. The misdirected calls closed within 30s service activity was
highlighted as not yet measured.
7. Questionnaire to be completed by a sample of key customers and included in the
reporting to ESERA
For both Q1 and Q2, the questionnaire from a key customer was not provided to the
Authority.
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4.3. Economic Analysis
Regulatory Clearing Account

Tariff applications are based on projected uncertain future events. Actual results may
differ significantly from what was initially envisaged due to changes in the economic
environment. The purpose of the RCA is to record all the changes in actual results which
are a result of variables outside the control of the service provider. In the reconciliation
process, three adjustments are made to the actual results:
•

Automatic Cost Variance Pass Through: The Operating Reporting Manual
(ORM), through built-in mechanism allows variances which are a result of
movements in cost-drivers to be automatically passed through.

•

Automatic Tolerance Band Pass Through: The ORM further recognises the fact
that budgeted costs cannot be entirely correct and hence allows for a variation
to a certain extent to be passed through.

•

Discretionary Pass Through: The variance which is left after the first two
adjustment is left upon the discretion of the Regulator to decide if she allows
them. The utility has a duty to provide explanations of these costs to enable the
Regulator to decide on them.

Part of the application by EEC relates to liquidation of some past RCA balances and the
following sub-sections discuss the analysis and decisions taken by the Authority in regard of
EEC’s RCAs.
4.3.1. RCA Balance from MYPD1
During the review of MYPD2 application, an RCA balance of E308,590,660 under-recovery was
approved for EEC. 75% of the balance was approved to be liquidated over the MYPD2, with the
remaining 25% or E77,147,665 approved to be included in MYPD3.
4.3.2. 2016/17 Regulatory Clearing Account
EEC submitted an RCA for E185,043,912 for the regulatory period 2016/17. After a thorough
analysis of costs and based on the information available, the Regulator awarded an RCA
balance of E107,734,228 under-recovery. The Authority conducted its analysis and decided as
follows:
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4.3.2.1.

Cost of Sales

Cost of Sales
EEC

1 299 280 940

Adjustment

-

Approval

1 299 280 940

Table 14: 2016/17 RCA cost of sales adjustment and approval

The Regulator allowed 100% of the cost of sales variances as it established that the costs were
outside the control of EEC. The variances were mostly caused by shortfall in local production
due to drought effects, hence forcing EEC to increase its imports. The Regulator however noted
the need to separately interrogate Cost of Sales emanating from EEC’s own generation and
transmission. These costs are currently included as cost of sales instead of operating costs.
4.3.2.2.

Operating Expenditure

Operating Expenditure
EEC

396 647 391

Adjustment

-27 121 975

Approval

369 525 416

Table 15: 2016/17 RCA operating expenditure adjustment

Operating expenditure is made of O&M costs, customer service costs and general overheads.
The adjustment above is a result of the Regulator allowing only 10% of the variance in O&M,
10% for customer services and 60% from general overheads. EEC failed to provide
comprehensive explanations of the variances in O&M and in customer service. The only given
reason for O&M is that there were storms in the 2016/17 financial year, which resulted to an
over-expenditure in maintenance costs and motor vehicle maintenance, and that EEC’s fleet
was then old. There was no comprehensive analysis by EEC to demonstrate and quantify how
the cited factors contributed in the variances.
Generally, overheads indicated an under-spending of about E8 million. Significant underspending was observed in staff training budget, whilst performance bonus budget seemed to
have been over-budgeted. The Regulator also found it necessary that the over-recovery
associated with performance bonus be adjusted to the benefit of the consumer. An overrecovery on performance bonus budget may either be a result of over budgeting or a failure
to reach the target performance.
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4.3.2.3.

Depreciation

Depreciation
EEC

44 758 856

Adjustment

10 179 558

Approval

54 938 414

Table 16: 2016/17 RCA depreciation adjustment and approval

Depreciation expense variations were a result of variation in the assets capitalised. Although
the utility has requested 80% of the variation, the Regulator felt that a 100% pass through for
depreciation was appropriate. There was no valid reason for part recovery the costs associated
with depreciation. Failure to recover such costs may lead to the utility failing to replace its
assets as they age, resulting to poor service and less reliable supply in the future.
4.3.2.4.

Return on Regulated Asset Base

Return on RAB
EEC

51 493 746

Adjustment

-17 498 385

Approval

33 995 361

Table 17: 2016/17 RCA return on RAB adjustment and approval

The Regulated Asset Base constitute both fixed assets and working capital. They all earn a
return equal to the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC).
A 100% pass through has been allowed for both fixed assets and working capital. The working
capital variance was a negative E25 million, hence the downward adjustment in the
reconciliation.

4.3.2.5.

Other Adjustments

Other Adjustments
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

-33 933 787
7 908 759
-26 025 028

Table 18: 2016/17 RCA other adjustments approval
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This section, dealt mainly with other revenues and provision for doubtful debts. Note that all
other revenues were allowed 100%.
There was a variation of E21.9 million. According to EEC, auditors have recommended that the
provision for doubtful debt be set at E7 million. To adjust the provision to be close to that
figure, the Regulator allowed a pass-through of 36%.
4.3.3. 2017/18 Regulatory Clearing Account
EEC submitted an RCA for E130,357,915 over-recovery in respect of the regulatory period
2017/18. After a thorough analysis of costs and based on the information available, the
Regulator awarded an RCA balance of E182,795,261 over-recovery. The Authority conducted
its analysis and decided as follows:
4.3.3.1.

Cost of Sales

Based on the information provided and on additional information
Cost of Sales
EEC

1 204 765 221

Adjustment

-

Approval

1 204 765 221

Table 19: 2017/18 RCA cost of sales adjustment and approval

The Regulator allowed 100% of the cost of sales variances as it established that the costs were
outside the control of EEC. Imports costs were E933.8 million against an approved budget of
E1.05 Billion. These was mainly due to a lesser Eskom increase (2.70%) against a forecast of
12%, as well as cost savings emanating from purchasing from SAPP DAM. The Regulator
however noted the need to separately interrogate Cost of Sales emanating from EEC’s own
generation and transmission. These costs are currently included as cost of sales instead of
operating costs.
4.3.3.2.

Operating Expenditure

Operating Expenditure
EEC

417 586 091

Adjustment

-30 636 397

Approval

386 949 694

Table 20:2017/18 RCA operating expenditure adjustment and approval
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In 2017/18, EEC attributed the over-expenditure mainly to unplanned maintenance which was
a result of storms. There was very limited disclosure of the impact caused by the storms in
EEC’s justification, even after some requests for additional and comprehensive information. It
was however noted that there were some significant variations in customer services costs
which were mainly attributed to a provision for doubtful debt. In light of the limited disclosure
by the utility and hence limited analysis of costs, the Regulator could only approve 10% of the
cost’s variations for O&M, 90% for general overheads and only 58% for the provision for
doubtful debts. The approval of some costs was based on acknowledgement that there were
storms, but the severity of their damage could not be assessed based on the information
provided by EEC.
4.3.3.3.

Depreciation

Depreciation
EEC

82 144 275

Adjustment

0

Approval

82 144 275

Table 21:2017/18 RCA depreciation adjustment and approval

The utility requested full pass-through of depreciation expense for 2017/18. There was
adequate information for making informed decision. The Regulator was of the view that these
variances were legitimate and prudently incurred, hence allowed the full variation to be a passthrough cost.
4.3.3.4.

Return on Regulated Asset Base

Return on RAB
EEC

25 952 195

Adjustment

-5 000 000

Approval

20 952 195

Table 22:2017/18 RCA return on RAB adjustment and approval

The Regulated Asset Base constitute both fixed assets and working capital. They all earn a
return equal to the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC).
The E5,000,000 adjustment appearing herein relates to a figure for a provision for doubtful
debt. EEC has included the figure in the asset related revenues, but the Regulator found it
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necessary to deal with that line item separate from the rest of the asset-related revenues. The
figure is dealt with in the other adjustments section below.
4.3.3.5.

Other Adjustments

Other Adjustments
EEC

65 042 219

Adjustment

2 900 000

Approval

67 942 219

Table 23:2017/18 RCA other adjustments approval

In this section, we mainly dealt with other revenues and provision for doubtful debts. Note that
all other revenues were allowed 100%.
The EEC reconciliation showed a variance of E5 million. However, the maximum allowed
provision for doubtful debt is 1.25% of the revenue requirement. In monetary terms, that is
approximately E2.9 million. The Regulator therefore decided to allow 58% of the variance in
order to enable the utility to recover the E2.9 million.
4.3.4. 2018/19 Regulatory Clearing Account
EEC submitted an RCA for E277,035,313 over-recovery in respect of the regulatory period
2018/19. After a thorough analysis of costs and based on the information available, the
Regulator awarded an RCA balance of E279,629,318 over-recovery. The Authority conducted
its analysis and decided as follows:
4.3.4.1.

Cost of Sales

Cost of Sales
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

1,313,474,215
6,620,807
1,306,853,408

Table 24:2018/19 RCA cost of sales adjustment and approval

After allowing adjustments induced by variation in energy demand and exchange rates, there
was a cost variation of E6.6 million between actual cost of sales and the budgeted cost of sales
which is attributable to energy losses above the cap of 13.5%. The utility has applied for a 100%
pass-through of the costs. The Authority disallowed all the costs in order to encourage the
utility to contain its energy losses to a minimal level as possible.
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4.3.4.2.

Operating Expenditure

Operating Expenditure
EEC

445,981,451

Adjustment

37,969,107

Approval

408,012,344

Table 25:2018/19 RCA operating expenditure adjustment and approval

The cost variance in operating expenditure was E41.8 million, made of costs over-runs of E42.2
million in operating and maintenance and cost savings of E0.3 million in customer service. The
utility has requested that all cost variances be allowed 100%. The utility asserted that cost
overruns were due to unplanned maintenance cause by heavy storms. There was no detailed
breakdown or analysis of the maintenance costs provided. In light of the available information,
the Authority allowed 10% of the maintenance costs to be passed through, resulting to
disallowed costs amounting to E37.9 million.
4.3.4.3.

Depreciation

Depreciation
EEC

88,933,596

Adjustment

-

Approval

88,933,596

Table 26:2018/19 RCA depreciation adjustment and approval

The utility requested a sum of E88.9 million in respect to asset depreciation. The amount was
inclusive of E5.1 million cost variances. Since depreciation costs are outside the control of the
utility and depreciation recovery is necessary to enable replacement of assets, the Authority
granted 100% pass-through.
4.3.4.4.

Return on Regulated Asset Base

Allowed Return on RAB
EEC

67,462,130

Adjustment

42,135,416

Approval

109,597,546

Table 27:2018/19 RCA return on RAB adjustment and approval

EEC submitted a request for E67.5 million in respect of allowed return on RAB. Upon close
scrutiny of the figure, it was discovered that a formula in the ORM has been tempered with
and the amount referenced to return on RAB was actually a depreciation figure for distribution
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section. Upon rectification of the error, the actual return on RAB was E109,9 million. This
resulted in an adjustment of E42.1 million.
4.3.4.5.

Reconciliation Adjustments

Other Recon
EEC

154,295,330

Adjustment

-

Approval

154,295,330

Table 28: Reconciliation adjustments approval

Reconciliation adjustment of E154.3 million relates to liquidation of 2014/15 and 2015/16 RCA
balances. These were approved by the Regulator during the review of MYPD2 application.
There was no adjustment necessary in respect of this figure.
4.3.4.6.

Other Adjustments

Other Adjustments
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

-16,209,994
-16,209,994

Table 29:2018/19 RCA other adjustments approval

Other adjustment relates to non-electricity revenues. These are deducted in arriving to an
Allowed Revenue. No adjustment was made in respect of other revenues.
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5. The Third Multi-Year Price Determination Period (MYPD3)- ESERA
Analysis and Recommendations
5.1. Technical and Economic Assumptions
5.1.1. Demand, Usage and Customer Numbers
The maximum demand is expected to increase from 236 MW measured in 2019 to 250
MW in 2022. The demand increase is projected to be mainly a result of the LUSIP II
expansion project and a growth in EEC’s customer base which is expected to increase
by 6.7% to 254 087 in 2021 and by a further increase of 5.4% to 267 837 customers in
2022. EEC’s customer base is expected to be primarily driven by domestic customers
which are currently cross-subsidized by commercial and industrial customers. An
increase in domestic customers when compared to commercial and industrial
customers worsens the cross-subsidy burden on the business customers which
warrants a swift implementation of subsidy framework.
5.1.2. Generation/ Purchase Mix
Local generation is projected to increase to 250GWh in 2020/21 to 252GWh in
2021/22. The projected increase in local generation is a result of an improvement in
the drought situation and the commissioning of the Lavumisa 10MW solar PV plant in
the 2020/21 financial year. Commissioning of new generation capacity as part of the
country’s short-term generation expansion plan (SGEP) is not expected in the period
under review.
To meet the country’s energy demand, 1 303 GWh and 1 310 GWh in 2020/21 and
2021/22 respectively is expected to be purchased from Ubombo Sugar Limited (USL),
ESKOM and the Southern African Power Pool’s Day Ahead Market (DAM).
Of the total generation mix, 1,127 GWh are projected to reach the end consumer for
2020/21 and 1,133 GWh in 2021/22. This indicates system losses of 13.5% for each
year.
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5.1.3. Inflation and Exchange Rates
5.1.3.1.

Inflation

EEC proposed CPIs of 4.54% and 5.36% for the regulatory periods 2020/21 and 0201/22
respectively. The CPIs were sourced from the Central Bank of Eswatini, although the exact link
or date of publication were not provided.
The

Authority

confirmed

the

CPIs

from

the

Central

(https://www.centralbank.org.sz/monetarypolicy/forecasts/index.php)

Bank
and

of

Eswatini

based

on

November 2019 updated statistics, decided that an appropriate CPIs to use shall be 4.58% for
the regulatory period 2020/21 and 5.18% for the regulatory period 2021/22.
5.1.3.2.

Exchange Rate

EEC proposed that Lilangeni to Dollar rates of 15.91 and 15.22 be used for the regulatory
periods 2020/21 and 2021/22 respectively. According to EEC the projections were sourced
from Reuters, but there was no specific link to the exact source, neither was a date of
publication for the same provided.
The Authority made its own investigation on forecasts exchange rates and two sources in
particular were used. There was insignificant variation on the forecasts from those sources.
Forecasts were sourced from Rand Forecast (available at https://randforecast.com/dollar-torand-prediction) and Long Forecast (available at https://longforecast.com/dollar-to-randforecast-2017-2018-2019-2020-2021-usd-to-zar). The Authority then decided that a Lilangeni
to Dollar rate of 13.96 be used for the financial year 2020/21 and a rate of 14.23 be used for
the financial year 2021/22.
5.1.4. Man-power Costs
In its filing, the EEC proposed budgets of E 263,037,316 and E 278,952,561 on salaries and
overtime in 2020/2021 and 2021/2022, respectively. This is on an estimated base (2019/2020)
level of E 272,307,805. Salaries in 2017-18 amounted to E221,496,173. There was an
unexplained sharp increase from 2017-18 to 2019/20. EEC also forecasted overtime costs of
E41,170,233 for 2019/20, E47,255,860 for 2020/21 and E50,068,719 for 2021/22.
EEC submitted a Human Capital Register which indicated that in the financial year 2018/19,
there were 674 full-time employees and 87 part-time employees, bringing the total number of
employees to 761. It proposed that 30 positions will be filled in the year 2018/19, 22 will be
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filled in 2019/20 and only 2 will be filled in 2020/21. It was not clear whether the current head
count is inclusive of the 30 positions proposed to be filled in the year 2018/19 and the 22
proposed for 2019/20. EEC failed to provide an update on the recruitment process.
Furthermore, the Register did not indicate the Full-time Equivalent of each part-time
employee.
Based on the available information, the Authority decided that beginning with the base year of
2018/19 – the most recent year for which actual expenditures exist – EEC be authorized a 6.5%
CoLA annually, adjusted for increase in number of employees. Overtime costs were also
calculated from the same base year, a cost per employee adjusted for 6.5% CoLA as well, less
a 1% productivity factor. The productivity takes into account the expected learning (learning
curve effect) which is present as workers continue to do repetitive tasks over and over again.
The CoLA percentage takes into account general notching and the adjustment for inflation and
is based on last award by the cabinet. The last award by cabinet was considered a reasonable
proxy since the determination of CoLA is governed by numerous uncertain factors. It is
therefore assumed that future CoLA will be the same.
The analysis done and the results thereafter are displayed in the following tables:
i.

EEC’s proposed personnel costs

Generation

Salaries

Distribution

2021/22

Actuals

Forecasts

Forecasts

Forecasts

20,071,679

21,573,428

4,157,086

4,624,728

3,231,881

3,490,431

Total

23,156,891

26,758,925

23,303,560

25,063,859

Salaries

44,451,173

50,180,560

46,331,013

48,851,145

Overtime

10,569,681

7,689,909

13,636,225

14,423,778

Total

55,020,854

57,870,469

59,967,239

63,274,923

Salaries

98,512,380

124,842,911

122,021,394

129,375,940

Overtime

25,332,698

27,878,488

29,417,833

31,133,944

123,845,078

152,721,399

151,439,227

160,509,884

59,532,814

75,150,136

74,613,230

79,152,048

1,072,929

977,109

969,921

1,020,565

60,605,743

76,127,245

75,583,151

80,172,614

221,496,173

272,307,805

263,037,316

278,952,561

Salaries
Overtime
Total

Totals

2020/21

22,134,198

Total
Support

2019/20

18,999,806

Overtime

Transmission

2018/19

Salaries
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Overtime

41,132,394

41,170,233

47,255,860

50,068,719

Table 30: EEC proposed personnel costs

ii.

EEC’s proposed Staffing Level

Head Count

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Full-Time

674

674

696

698

Part-Time

87

87

87

87

22

2

0

783

785

785

To Recruit
Total

761

Table 31: EEC proposed staffing levels

iii.

ESERA Adjustments

ESERA Recommendations

Base Case

Salaries

221,496,173

Overtime

41,132,394

Av. Salary Per Employee
Av. Overtime per Employee

291,059

309,978

330,127

351,585

54,050

57,564

61,305

65,290

2018/19
Base Case

Salaries

2020/21

2021/22

221,496,173

242,712,945

259,149,540

275,994,260

41,132,394

44,621,678

47,643,472

50,740,297

Overtime

Adjustments to EEC Forecast

2019/20

Salaries

-

(29,594,861)

(3,887,777)

(2,958,301)

Overtime

-

3,451,445

387,612

671,579

Table 32: ESERA manpower costs adjustments

Directive #3:
Notwithstanding, and indeed due to, the lack of detailed information available in the EEC
application, EEC is directed to undertake a manpower study, through an independent
consultant. The objective of the study is to evaluate whether manpower and compensation
levels are “optimal” in various departments.
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•

The EEC shall develop Terms of Reference for the study and present them to the
Regulator for approval.

5.1.5. Regulated Asset Base
In its filing, the EEC proposes RAB levels of E 1,850,452,154 and E 2,219,940,718 for years
2020/21 and 2021/22 respectively. The company additionally updated the 2019/20 budget
figure to E 1,546,669,598.
The tariff methodology document Section 5.2 covers the guidelines for what the RAB should
be allowed to recover. It covers the standard regulatory principles such as: the assets included
in the RAB should be used and useful; third party/customer funded assets should not be
included in the RAB; and net working capital (WC) may be included in the RAB.
The RAB and WC appear to be in alignment with the requirements of the tariff methodology.
The company:
•

Removed the customer funded assets and subsidized assets from the RAB;

•

Future assets are supposed to be excluded from RAB until they are used and useful.
Pursuant to the requirements, the EEC did not include Year 2 plant additions in year 1;

•

WC is supposed to include debtors and creditors and the WC calculation has included
these. However, there is no need for WC for the two-year period (2020/21 and
2021/22) since the creditor amount exceeds the debtor amount.
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Asset Value

Asset Value: Budget vs Actual: Historic and Forecast
2,500,000,000
2,000,000,000
1,500,000,000
1,000,000,000
500,000,000
-

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

BUDGET 1,323,71

1,323,71

1,457,96

1,248,61

1,248,61

1,545,66

1,850,45

2,219,94

ACTUAL

1,169,67

1,226,58

1,009,84

973,663,

1,177,57

Year
BUDGET

ACTUAL

Figure 7: Asset value projections

A review of the historic budget vs. actual asset closing values, as shown in the chart above,
indicates that the actual asset closing values have always been 10 – 20% lower than budgeted
asset closing values. There appears to be a systemic overbudgeting and/or actual
underspending. However, any ramifications on quality of service typically takes a few years
before it manifests itself in case the company is not spending capex or O&M as much as it
legitimately should spend to meet its reliability needs.
•

The forecast for the next two years is much higher than the past actual values, raising
the question again of whether the RAB is over budgeted. For example, the budget for
the second year (2021/22) is almost 80% higher than last year’s (2018/19) budget and
over 120% higher than the actual spending in 2018/19.

•

However, as there is complete ex post reconciliation of budgeted vs. actual figures,
there should be no harm to consumers other than intergenerational issues of who pays.
Of course, the Authority needs to understand better the causes for over-forecasting
and/or underspending. There is however a need to understand more on the rationale
for such massive increases in capital investments; whether they are needed on this rate
period, and whether EEC is planning, procuring and executing projects to minimize
costs. From these analyses, it is was decided that a ‘slippage adjustment’ to reflect the
company has been slipping in actual performance compared to the forecast. A slippage
adjustment of 10% was considered reasonable and was be applied to EEC’s RAB. The
10% adjustment was only applied to proposed Capex addition to RAB, for the current
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MYPD. If this trend persists, the Authority may consider applying the slippage
adjustment to their entire RAB.
Based on the above analysis, EEC shall be allowed a Regulated Asset Base as follows:
Approved RAB

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Generation

260,202,283

287,906,697

305,873,721

Transmission

774,075,227

1,051,543,023

1,363,102,563

Distribution

275,768,438

253,793,498

226,311,259

Support

160,851,415

215,903,311

276,334,786

1,470,897,363

1,809,146,529

2,171,622,329

Total Approved RAB
Table 33:EEC allowed Regulated Asset Base

Directive #4:
EEC must develop a Regulatory Asset Base Register aligned to the guide given in the Minimum
Filing Requirements. Where in doubt, EEC shall consult with the Regulator to ensure that their
RAB Register is aligned.
5.1.6. Return on Regulated Asset Base
EEC has proposed a Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) of 12% for each of the years
2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22. The WACC was determined based on the assumptions already
discussed in section 3 of this report. The Authority revisited the assumptions, in accordance
with the section 3.5 of the Tariff Methodology and made its determination as follows:
Assumptions

Value

Source

Risk free rate 8.618

Eswatini Bank one-year T bill competitive yield; dated 10/30/19

(nominal)

https://www.centralbank.org.sz/markets/bills/results/docs/30OCTOB
ER2019.pdf

Gearing

60%

Target Gearing recommendation (Benchmarked with Eskom); can be
considered a regulatory precedent by ESERA based on past filings.

Market

Risk 5.3

Sourced

from

Credit

Suisse

update

report

of

2017

Premium

(https://abnormalreturns.com/2017/02/21/the-2017-credit-suisse-

(nominal)

global-investment-returns-yearbook-is-here) and also benchmarked
with Eskom in South Africa.
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Asset

beta 0.358

(unlevered)

NERSA March 2019 decision used 0.96 levered beta, it translates to
unlevered beta of .358 using their debt/equity ratio of 70/30 and T of
28%; EEC claims it used NERSA comparable companies, there is no
detail. Damodaran unlevered beta for emerging countries for utilities
(general) is 0.37 per his January 2019 update.

Corporate Tax 27.50
Rate

%

Calculations
Cost of debt
Nominal

6.65

Actual; EEC

before tax
Cost of equity
Equity

beta 0.747

Computation

(leveraged)
Nominal

17.35

Computation

Nominal after 12.58

Computation

before tax

tax
Results
WACC

10.93

Computation

7.92

Computation

(nominal
before tax)
WACC
(nominal after
tax)
Table 34: ESERA Economic Assumptions

5.1.7. Cost of Equity
Risk-Free Rate:
The company uses a risk-free rate of 8.78% without providing a specific link to the source. The
tariff determination guidelines section 5.3.5 explicitly requires the use of the latest Eswatini
government ten-year bond yield as the risk-free rate. However, upon discussion with the
Central Bank of Eswatini, it transpired that government bonds in Eswatini are priced to match
the market return. As a proxy for a risk-free rate, the Central Bank of Eswatini recommended
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the use of the Government treasury bill. A near term treasury bill was used as it reflects
negligible risk. The latest (October 31, 2019) government annual Treasury bill yield of 8.618%
is therefore used as a risk-free rate proxy.

Gearing
EEC proposed a debt to equity ratio of 9:91. The justification was that this is EEC’s current
gearing. However, the Tariff Methodology requires that the gearing used be based on a target
gearing. It recognizes the that debt finance is cheaper that equity finance. In the absence of a
study done to determine an optimal finance structure, ESERA has to use regulatory
precedence. Eswatini tends to benchmark with South Africa. Currently, NERSA approved a
gearing of 60:40 for Eskom. Also based on past ESERA approvals, the 60:40 gearing was used.
It was therefore recommended that the 60:40 gearing be used for this filing.
Beta
For the asset beta estimate, section 3.5.7 of the Tariff Methodology recommends using other
international precedents as a guide. The utility recommends using the NERSA regulatory
decision as a precedent. This is a reasonable approach. However, the NERSA decision stated a
levered beta of 0.96 (Table 89 of the NERSA decision). Using Eskom’s 70% debt and 30% equity
gearing and tax rate assumption of 28%, results in an unlevered beta of 0.358. EEC calculated
a 0.439 unlevered beta estimate based on actual gearing of 9% debt and 91% equity, which is
against the principles laid in the Tariff Methodology. ESERA will use the 0.358 unlevered beta
from the NERSA decision. Using the 60% debt and 40% equity gearing and a tax rate of 27.5%
results in a levered beta of 0.747
Market Risk Premium
In terms of the market risk premium, the tariff methodology section 3.5.8 recommends using
other precedents. The company uses a market risk premium of 8.78% and alleges that investors
cannot accept a premium below the risk-free rate. This has neither theoretical, nor practical
backing since investors gets the risk premium over and above the risk-free rate. ESERA opted
to use a South African Credit Suisse published 2018 market risk premium of 5.3% as a
reasonable proxy for Eswatini. The same has been applied by Eskom.
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Nominal Cost of Equity
Using the above inputs, the nominal cost of equity after tax would be 12.58%.
Cost of Debt
Section 5.3.6 of the Tariff Methodology suggests using the risk-free rate and a debt premium
to arrive at the cost of the debt. As the company has an actual cost of debt it is preferable to
use the actual cost. For cost of debt, we use the actual cost of debt of 6.65%, as suggested by
the company.
WACC
Using the above debt and equity costs, the nominal post-tax WACC would be 7.92%.
Allowed Return
Based on the above analysis and calculations, the approved WACC for the years 2019/20,
2020/21 and 2021/22 shall be 7.92% as opposed to EEC’s 12%.

Directive #5
EEC must conduct a study on the optimum financing structure to be used in future filings. The
study must be updated every five years so that it remains relevant.

5.2. Regulatory Period 2019/20
5.2.1. Allowed Revenues
The review of tariffs begins with the financial year 2019/20, in which tariff review was
suspended. The analysis shows what the utility has initially budgeted, against projections of
what year end results will look like. Initially, the budgeted revenue requirement by EEC was
E2,555,274,500 which included an RCA balance from MYPD2, 2016/17 and 2017/18 of E131.83
million net under-recovery. In the year end projection, the RCA balance was E145.20 million,
after incorporating a 2018/19 net over-recovery of E277.04 million. There were a number of
adjustments made by the Authority, including removing the RCA balance in the year 2019/20
and they will be discussed in detail in the relevant sub-section. However, the Authority
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established that an adequate revenue for EEC for the year 2019/20 is E2.32 billion as per the
table below.
2019/20 Budget

2019/20 Forecasts

EEC

2,555,274,500

2,551,687,073

Adjustment

(131,832,942)

(233,336,675)

Approval

2,423,441,559

2,318,350,398

Table 35: 2019/20 allowed revenue adjustment and approval

5.2.2. Cost of Sales
EEC has projected that by the end of the regulatory period, its cost of sales will be E1.25 billion
as opposed to initial budget of E1.27 billion. This is mainly due to variation in purchase mix
which includes an increase in SAPP DAM and a 9.1% Eskom approval, against a projected 12%
Eskom increase. The Authority has considered the assumptions provided adequate and
reasonable and hence upheld the projected year end amount.
2019/20 Budget
EEC

1,274,101,949

1,253,317,765

-

-

1,274,101,949

1,253,317,765

Adjustment
Approval

2019/20 Forecasts

Table 36: 2019/20 cost of sales adjustments and approval

5.2.3. Operating expenditure
EEC has initially budgeted E818 million for operating expenditures and maintained the same
projection to year end. Part of the projections relates to personnel cost, salaries and overtime
expenditure in particular. These personnel costs reflected an increase of 19% from the
preceding financial year end actual results despite EEC’s staff register showing insignificant
changes in employee composition and numbers. There was very limited explanation for these
changes and the Authority conducted some analysis of the staff costs as per section 5.1.4 of
this report, resulting to the adjustment shown below.
2019/20 Budget
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

2019/20 Forecasts

818,620,269

818,620,269

0

(33,046,305)

818,620,269

785,573,964

Table 37: 2019/20 Operating expenditure approval
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5.2.4. Depreciation
The utility has initially budgeted E177.06 million for depreciation and maintained the same
projection to year end. Depreciation is based on known (existing) asset level and expected
assets to be capitalized. These costs can be estimated with high level of certainty and hence
the Authority upheld the projections by the utility.
2019/20 Budget
EEC

177,059,073

177,059,073

0

0

177,059,073

177,059,073

Adjustment
Approval

2019/20 Forecasts

Table 38: 2019/20 regulatory period depreciation approval

5.2.5. Allowed Return
The utility has initially budgeted for a return on RAB of E169.1 million and updated its
projections to E185.6 million. This was based on projected WACC of 12%. However, the
Authority reviewed the assumptions used in arriving to the WACC (Section 5.1.6) and came to
a WACC of 7.92% resulting in the downward adjustment of E68.46 million in return on RAB.
2019/20 Budget
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

2019/20 Forecasts

169,140,760

185,600,352

0

(68,457,429)

169,140,760

117,142,923

Table 39: 2019/20 Return on regulated asset base approval

5.2.6. Other Revenues
EEC initially budgeted that non-electricity revenues will be E5.48 million. They updated these
projections to E14.74%. The Authority upheld the projection by the utility company.
2019/20 Budget
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

2019/20 Forecasts

15,480,493

14,743,327

0

0

15,480,493

14,743,327

Table 40: 2019/20 other revenues approval

5.2.7. Regulatory Clearing Account
EEC has budgeted to recoup a net under-recovery of E131.83 million based on the balance
pending from MYPD2, 2016/17 RCA and 2017/18 RCA. The Authority had not yet made an
assessment of the RCAs and communicated its decision on the RCAs by then. Upon doing its
assessment, the Authority held that it cannot approve liquidation of RCAs in a retrospective
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manner and hence all accumulated RCA balances will be included in the years 2020/21 and
2021/22. RCA liquidation for 2019/20 was therefore approved at zero.
2019/20 Budget
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

2019/20 Forecasts

131,832,942

131,832,942

(131,832,942)

(131,832,942)

0

0

Table 41: 2019/20 RCA liquidation

5.3. Regulatory Period 2020/21
5.3.1. Allowed Revenues
After a thorough analysis, ESERA established that an appropriate level of revenue for EEC for
the financial year 2020/21 is E2.30 Billion. This figure reflects a downward adjustment of
E241.64 million from EEC’s request. The components of the adjustment will be discussed in
detail in the following sub-sections.
2020/21 Forecasts
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

2,390,569,320
(94,670,645)
2,295,898,675

Table 42: 2020/21 approved revenue requirement

5.3.2. Cost of Sales
The cost of Sales figure is based on demand level, purchase mix and Lilangeni- Dollar exchange
rates. EEC has budgeted electricity purchases would cost E1.35 billion. This figure was adjusted
down to E1.33 Billion, an adjustment of E18 million induced by adjustment in exchange rates.
The Authority approved a lilangeni to dollar exchange rate of 13.96 as opposed to EEC’s
proposed rate of 15.91.
2020/21 Forecasts
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

1,346,517,150
(18,056,415)
1,328,460,735

Table 43: 2020/21 adjusted cost of sales

5.3.3. Operating expenditure
EEC submitted a forecast of E812.33 million in respect of operating expenditure for the year
2020/21. After scrutinizing the opex, the Authority deemed it necessary to adjust personnel
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costs in light of the available information, hence a downward adjustment of E4.28 million.
Analysis of the adjustment are provided in section 5.1.4.
2020/21 Forecasts
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

812,328,360
(4,275,389)
808,052,971

Table 44: 2020/21 operating expenditure adjustment and approval

5.3.4. Depreciation
Depreciation forecast is mainly based on existing assets in the asset register and assets
expected to be capitalized in the relevant regulatory period in accordance with the guidelines
in the Tariff Methodology. Upon taking into consideration available information, the Authority
held that the forecasted depreciation level is reasonable, hence no adjustments made.
2020/21 Forecasts
EEC

171,126,440

Adjustment
Approval

0
171,126,440

Table 45: 2020/21 depreciation approval

5.3.5. Return on RAB
EEC has proposed a return on RAB of E222.05 million based on their proposed RAB and WACC
of 12%. After RAB adjustment as per section 5.1.5 of this report and adjustment to WACC as
per section 5.1.6 of this report, there was a downward adjustment of E78.77 million. ESERA
approved a return of E143.28 million.
2020/21 Forecasts
EEC

222,054,258

Adjustment

(78,769,869)

Approval

143,284,389

Table 46: 2020/21 return on regulated asset base approval

5.3.6. Other Revenues
Other non-electricity revenues were projected to be E16.25 million. Based on the available
information and past trends, the Authority held that the forecasted figures are reasonable.
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2020/21 Forecasts
EEC

16,254,518

Adjustment
Approval

0
16,254,518

Table 47: 2020/21 other revenues approval

5.3.7. Regulatory Clearing Account
EEC proposed liquidation of an RCA balance of E145.2 million in the regulatory period 2020/21,
as it assumed that all RCA balances will be liquidated in 2020/21. After deciding on the
allowable RCA balances, the Authority held that the appropriate balance is E277.5 million net
over-recovery and that 50% must be included in the regulatory period 2020/21 and 50% in the
year 2021/22.
2020/21 Forecasts
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

145,202,371
(6,431,028)
138,771,343

Table 48: 2020/21 regulatory clearing account liquidation

5.4. Regulatory Period 2021/22
5.4.1. Allowed Revenues
After a thorough analysis, ESERA established that an appropriate level of revenue for EEC for
the financial year 2020/21 is E2.55 Billion. This figure reflects a downward adjustment of 246.5
million from EEC’s request. The components of the adjustment will be discussed in detail in the
following sub-sections.
2021/22 Forecasts
EEC

2,793,322,039

Adjustment

(244,539,902)

Approval

2,548,782,137

Table 49: 2021/22 allowed revenue adjustment and approval

5.4.2. Cost of Sales
The cost of Sales figure is based on demand level, purchase mix and Lilangeni- Dollar exchange
rates. EEC has budgeted electricity purchases would cost E1.46 billion. This figure was adjusted
down to E1.45 Billion, an adjustment of E7.74 million induced by adjustment in exchange rates.
The Authority approved a lilangeni to dollar exchange rate of 14.23 as opposed to EEC’s
proposed rate of 15.22.
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2021/22 Forecasts
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

1,457,809,748
(7,738,281)
1,450,071,467

Table 50: 2021/22 cost of sales adjustment and approval

5.4.3. Operating expenditure
EEC submitted a forecast of E896.30 million in respect of operating expenditure for the year
2021/22. After scrutinizing the opex, the Authority deemed it necessary to adjust personnel
costs in light of the available information, hence a downward adjustment of E3.63 million.
Analysis of the adjustment can are provided in section 5.1.4. The approved budget therefore
became E892.67 million.
2021/22 Forecasts
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

896,300,489
(3,629,880)
892,670,609

Table 51: 2021/22 operating expenditure adjustment and approval

5.4.4. Depreciation
Depreciation forecast is mainly based on existing assets in the asset register and assets
expected to be capitalized in the relevant regulatory period in accordance with the guidelines
in the Tariff Methodology. Upon taking into consideration available information, the Authority
held that the forecasted depreciation level is reasonable, hence no adjustments made.
2021/22 Forecasts
EEC
Adjustment
Approval

189,886,160
0
189,886,160

Table 52: 2021/22 depreciation approval

5.4.5. Allowed Return
EEC has proposed a return on RAB of E266.39 million based on their proposed RAB and WACC
of 12%. After RAB adjustment as per section 5.1.5 of this report and adjustment to WACC as
per section 5.1.6 of this report, there was a downward adjustment of E94.40 million. ESERA
approved a return of E171.99 million.
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2021/22 Forecasts
EEC

266,392,886

Adjustment

(94,400,398)

Approval

171,992,488

Table 53: 2021/22 allowed return adjustment and approval

5.4.6. Other Revenues
Other non-electricity revenues were projected to be E17.07 million. Based on the available
information and past trends, the Authority held that the forecasted figures are reasonable.
2021/22 Forecasts
EEC

17,067,244

Adjustment
Approval

0
17,067,244

Table 54: 2021/22 other revenue approval

5.4.7. Regulatory Clearing Account
There was no proposed liquidation of RCA balances in the regulatory period 2021/22 by EEC,
as it assumed that all RCA balances will be liquidated in 2019/20. After deciding on the
allowable RCA balances, the Authority held that the appropriate balance is E277.5 million net
over-recovery and that it 50% must be included in the regulatory period 2020/21 and 50% in
the year 2021/22.

2021/22 Forecasts
EEC

0

Adjustment

138,771,343

Approval

138,771,343

Table 55: 2021/22 regulatory clearing account liquidation

5.5. Tariff Approval and Approval Conditions
Based on all the above analysis and discussions, ESERA approvals EEC tariff adjustment as per
the following sub-sections.
5.5.1. The Allowed Revenue
The allowed revenues for EEC are approved as E2.32 Billion for 2019/20, E2.30 Billion for
2020/21 and E2.55 Billion for 2021/22. The breakdown of cost elements is shown in the
table below:
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2019/20
Cost of Sales

2020/21

2021/22

1,253,317,765

1,328,460,735

1,450,071,467

Opex

785,573,964

808,052,971

892,670,609

Depreciation

177,059,073

171,126,440

189,886,160

Return on RAB

117,142,923

143,284,389

171,992,488

Other Revenues

-14,743,327

-16,254,518

-17,067,244

-138,771,343

-138,771,343

2,295,898,675

2,548,782,137

RCA Balances
Allowed Revenues

2,318,350,398

Table 56: Summary of costs breakdown for the respective financial years

5.5.2. The Revenue Recovery
It is forecasted that there will be excess recovery of revenues of 31.84 million for the year
2019/20, based on the current tariff levels and this will be handled through the RCA
mechanism. It is also forecasted that there will be excess recovery of revenues of E107.71
million for 2020/21 which would be offset by a forecasted under-recovery of the same
amount in 2021/22. The Allowed Revenues shall be recovered via various charges as per the
table below:
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2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Facility Charges

68,730,845

71,806,809

74,738,609

Energy Charges

1,786,068,618

1,826,129,293

1,858,124,906

Demand Charges

347,428,257

350,888,941

352,643,386

Access Charges

153,261,083

154,787,448

155,561,385

2,355,488,803

2,403,612,492

2,441,068,286

(37,138,405)

107,713,817

(107,713,851)

Recovered Revenues

Deferred Revenues

Table 57: Allowed revenue recovery charges for the respective financial years

5.5.3. The Average Tariff and Average Adjustment Rate
Based on the information on the preceding sections, the average price shall be E2.11 for
2019/20, E2.13 for 2020/21 (an increase of 1.03% from 2019/20) and E2.15 for 2021/22 (an
increase of 1.05% from 2020/21).
2019/20
Average Price (E/kWh)

2020/21
2.11

Average % Increase

2021/22
2.13

2.15

1.03%

1.05%

Revenue Requirement

2,318,350,398

2,295,898,675

2,548,782,137

Revenue Recovery

2,355,488,803

2,403,612,492

2,441,068,286

Deferred Recovery

(37,138,405)

107,713,817

-107,713,851

Net Under/ (Over) Recovery

(37,138,371)

Table 58: Average tariff and adjustment rates

5.5.4. Migration to Cost-reflective Tariffs

Background
Presently Domestic customers in eSwatini are not paying cost reflective rates and are being
subsidized by other larger customers. In a recent cost of service study, there was an estimation
of what the customers should be paying if the prices were to be cost reflective. Based on that
information, ESERA staff drafted a migration plan that seeks to move the current tariffs for
Domestic customers to a more cost reflective tariff level over time.
In coming up with the Cost-reflective Migration Strategy, the following regulatory instruments
were taken into consideration:
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1. The Tariff Methodology for the regulation and approval of tariffs, prices and charges
in the electricity supply industry, dated June 2011;
2. The Subsidy Framework (Guidelines in terms of section 21 of the Electricity Act, 2007);
3. The Cost of Service Study for the Swaziland Electricity Supply Industry report, dated 24
July 2018, prepared by Economic Consulting Agents.
Recommended time frame to near cost-reflective tariffs
Starting from the regulatory period 2020/21, it is recommended that rebalancing of tariffs shall
be gradually implemented, over a period not less than eight (8) years. The Authority, in
consultation with stakeholders shall determine an appropriate near cost-reflective level of
tariffs for domestic customers.
Scenarios Considered for Domestic Tariff
In analyzing the migration towards cost-reflective tariffs four scenarios were considered, of
which two of those scenarios focused on maintaining the status quo, differing only on whether
the subsidy rollout should be implemented or not. Below is a brief explanation of each
scenario:
Scenario 1: Scenario one involves migrating towards cost-reflective tariffs whilst implementing
the subsidy rollout program as well. In this scenario, it is assumed that tariffs will increase in
ratio form, taking into account that the domestic tariff shall be 1.4 times of the average tariff
at a cost-reflective level. This scenario also incorporated an Inclining Block Tariff in which the
first block shall take 8 years to reach cost-reflectivity and the second block will take 4 years to
reach cost-reflective level. This scenario resulted in sharp tariff increase (of about 30%) in the
first year as the current tariff is generally far below the average tariff.
Scenario 2: Similar to scenario one, except that this scenario focused on a single-block tariff
and sought to have a smooth increase over eight years to reach a (near) cost-reflective tariff.
The results were that the tariff must increase by approximately 12% each year over the eightyear period.
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Scenario 3: The third scenario focused on the results if cost-reflective tariffs are not
implemented, but the rollout of the subsidy program continues. Domestic Tariffs will increase
by the approved average increase.
Scenario 4: The fourth scenario also concentrated on maintaining the tariffs structure the same
and not implementing the rollout of the subsidy. This effectively ignores the introduction of
the life line category in line with the Subsidy Framework.
Under each scenario, the indicative domestic tariff was projected as per the table below:
Domestic
Tariff Year

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

2026/2

2027/2

Indicative Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

7

8

Scenario 1- IBT Dom. (block

1.73

2.24

2.37

2.61

2.88

3.17

3.49

3.83

4.20

1.73

2.34

2.58

2.95

3.36

3.55

3.76

3.97

4.20

1.73

1.79

1.85

2.07

2.31

2.59

2.89

3.24

3.63

1.73

1.75

1.77

1.87

1.98

2.09

2.21

2.34

2.47

1.73

1.75

1.77

1.87

1.98

2.09

2.21

2.34

2.47

2.95

2.98

3.01

3.18

3.36

3.55

3.76

3.97

4.20

1)
Scenario 1- IBT Dom.
(Block2)
Scenario 2- Single Block
Dom.
Scenario 3- Base Case with
Subsidy
Scenario 4- Base Case, No
Subsidy

Cost of Service

Table 59: Cost-reflective tariffs migration scenarios

Below is a graphical presentation of the information summarized in the table above:
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Scenario 4- Base Case, No Subsidy

Cost of Service

Figure 8: Graphical representation of cost-reflective tariffs migration scenarios

Approved tariff increase rate for domestic
Scenario 2 of the above modeling results was preferred. Using the findings of the Cost of Supply
Study (2017), domestic customers should be paying 1.4 times the average tariff. If tariffs were
to increase at 5.7% level for the next six years (the rate EEC applied for MYPD3) after the
MYPD3, an increase of about 12% per annum would be required to reach 1.21 times of the
average tariff (having it in mind that the cost reflective tariff should be 1.4 times) after 8 years.
This will however see a 3.22% increase in each of the periods in MYPD3.
Since Eswatini ESI has a two-year MYPD, it is directed that domestic tariffs increase by 3.22%
in each of the MYPD3 regulatory years, effectively absorbing a higher proportion of the average
tariff increase.
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Tariff Year

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Indicative Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

2.95

2.98

3.01

3.18

3.36

3.55

3.76

3.97

4.20

Lifeline Tariff

1.73

1.61

1.66

1.86

2.08

2.33

2.60

2.91

3.26

Domestic Tariff

1.73

1.79

1.85

2.07

2.31

2.59

2.89

3.24

3.63

Increase Rate)

-

3.22%

3.22%

12%

12%

12%

12%

12%

12%

Average Tariffs

2.11

2.13

2.15

2.27

2.40

2.54

2.68

2.84

3.00

0.82

0.85

0.89

0.94

0.99

1.05

1.11

1.18

1.25

Costs of Service
for Domestic
(E/kW)
Domestic Tariffs

Single Block (Av.

Ratio: Dom Tariff
to Average Tariff

Table 60: Projected tariff increases for domestic customers

The (financial) impact of recommended increase over the Migration period
The impact of each scenario considered on the subsidy-paying customer (non-domestic
customers) was considered. This aim of the analysis was to project the amount that nondomestic customers will pay towards subsidizing domestic customers for each year and under
each scenario. The analysis yielded the results below under each scenario.

Tariff Year

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Indicative Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

Total Cross-subsidy

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

Scenario 1- IBT Dom.
Scenario 2- Single
Block Dom.
Scenario 3- Base Case
with Subsidy
Scenario 4- Base Case,
No Subsidy

489,684.9

294,424.4

252,698.4

236,024.7

194,964.7

164,551.3

127,580.2

83,143.4

30,223.8

489,684.9

486,501.9

480,255.8

528,536.7

518,995.5

495,338.0

458,958.1

407,108.7

334,189.0

489,684.9

501,845.9

511,472.3

618,279.5

676,367.6

735,916.6

800,722.3

871,249.7

948,004.9

489,684.9

498,691.7

505,097.6

608,172.4

662,123.3

720,860.3

784,807.8

854,428.1

930,224.4

Table 61: Projected financial impact of cost-reflective tariffs migration for the various scenarios
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The first scenario shows that there will be sharp decreases in subsidies contributed by the nondomestic customers, whereas the second scenario shows a moderate decrease in the subsidy
amounts over the years. In contrary, scenario 3 and 4 show increasing amount of subsidy over
the 8-year period, reflecting the non-rebalancing of tariffs. Scenario 3 reflects greater increase
because it assumes the introduction of the heavily subsidized life line category. Scenario 3 and
4 may not be sustainable as the industry is already seeing intensive energy users applying for
self-generation and if nothing is done contain the situation, the industry will face a major grid
deflection by subsidy paying customers. This is presented graphically in the chart below.

Total Cross- Subsidy
1,000,000,000
800,000,000
600,000,000
400,000,000
200,000,000
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Scenario 1- IBT Dom.

Scenario 2- Single Block Dom.

Scenario 3- Base Case with Subsidy

Scenario 4- Base Case, No Subsidy

Year 8

Figure 9: Graphical representation of subsidy framework implementation for selected scenarios

5.5.5. Subsidy Framework Implementation
Background
Following from the previous section on migration towards cost-reflective tariffs, it was
recognised that cost-reflective tariffs may result to exclusion of indigent customers from
accessing the benefits of electricity services. A subsidy rollout plan was therefore found
necessary to protect indigent households to protect them from tariff increases and to enhance
electricity access at affordable rates.
Target number of customers over the Migration Period
The Authority acknowledges the lack of comprehensive data on the level of customers
requiring tariff support. Studies like household income survey have been used to determine
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the number of indigent customers, but they were found not to point directly to the desired
result.
For purposes of implementing the subsidy rollout program, 80,000 customers shall be targeted
over the cost-reflective migration period, to be enrolled to the program over a four-year
period. In each of the period, 20,000 customers shall be admitted.
The Authority will use results and feedback during each of the MYPD3 years to continuously
update the plan and establish a more accurate database.
Level of subsidy provided
The subsidy shall be implemented at a 10% subsidy as per the Subsidy Framework (Guidelines
in terms of section 32 of the Electricity Act). The level of subsidy can be varied over the years
as it may be deemed necessary.
The table below shows what will be a Life Line Tariff level under each of the four scenarios
discussed in the preceding sections. The recommended approach is scenario 2. Note that the
base tariff is E1.73, reflecting the fact that all domestic customers pay the same tariff and the
proposed Life Line program is new. The customers’ tariffs will therefore be expected to drop
as the proposed subsidy rollout is implemented. The Life tariff will remain at 90% of the
prevailing domestic tariff, unless adjusted by the Authority after stakeholder consultation.
The Life Line Tariff proposed shall apply to the first 75 kWh (0- 75 kWh) consumed in a calendar
month as per the Subsidy Framework. The next 75 kWh (76- 100 kWh) will be charged at the
prevailing domestic rate. Any consumption in excess of 100 kwh (i.e. 101 kWh to infinite) will
be charged at a premium rate.
Life Tariffs
Tariff Year

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Indicative Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

Scenario 1- IBT Dom.

1.73

2.01

2.13

2.35

2.59

2.86

3.14

3.45

3.78

Scenario 2- Single Block Dom.

1.73

1.61

1.66

1.86

2.08

2.33

2.60

2.91

3.26

Scenario 3- Base Case with

1.73

1.58

1.59

1.68

1.78

1.88

1.99

2.10

2.22

1.73

1.75

1.77

1.87

1.98

2.09

2.21

2.34

2.47

Subsidy
Scenario 4- Base Case, No Subsidy

Table 62: Tariff levels for the respective scenarios over an 8-year period

Financial impact over the MYPD and beyond
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This section concentrates on the movement in the amount of cross-subsidy that exist in the
industry. A negative figure indicates a decrease in the amount of subsidy under each scenario,
whereas a positive figure shows an increase. Factors affecting the movements include the level
of domestic tariff, number of customers admitted in the Life Line and the consumption mix
between subsidy paying and non-subsidy paying customers. As expected, there is a sharp
decrease in the first year under scenario 1. Significant decreases are also observed towards the
end of the migration period as tariffs nears cost-reflective levels. In scenario 2, there are
marginal decreases in the first years, with increases in year 3 and 4 reflecting an increase in
the number of customers in the Life Line category. There are however significant decreases
towards the final years. Scenarios 3 and 4 shows increases in subsidy levels, with scenario 3
showing greater increases. This is because there is no rebalancing of tariffs in these 2 scenarios.
Subsidy Movement
(Paying Customers)

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

E’000

Tariff Year

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Indicative Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2025/26

2023/24

2024/25

2026/27

2027/28

Scenario 1- IBT Dom.

0

(195,260.5)

(41,726.4)

(16,673.4)

(41,059.9)

(30,413.4)

(36,971.1)

(44,436.8)

(52,919.6)

Scenario 2- Single

0

(3,183.0)

(6,246.10

48,280.9

(9,541.7)

(23,657.6)

(36,379.8)

(51,849.4)

(72,919.8)

0

12,161.0

9,626.4

106,807.2

58,088.2

59,548.9

64,805.7

70,527.4

76,755.1

0

9,006.8

6,405.9

103,074.8

53,951.0

58,737.0

63,947.5

69,620.3

75,796.3

Block Dom.
Scenario 3- Base Case
with Subsidy
Scenario 4- Base Case,
No Subsidy

Table 63: Subsidy framework financial impact for the respective scenarios

The movement in the subsidy levels can be graphically demonstrated as below:
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Subsidy Movement
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Figure 10: Subsidy levels movement for the various scenarios

5.5.6. Approval Conditions
1. EEC is directed to conduct a manpower study, through an independent consultant and
that the findings of the study be ready by the close of the third quarter of 2020/21,
2. EEC is directed to develop a Regulatory Asset Register in line with the guidelines in
minimum filling requirements (the RAB Register to be ready by the close of the financial
year 2020/21),
3. EEC is directed to conduct a study to determine its optimal capital structure (such a
study to be completed by the close of the financial year 2020/21).
4. As part of minimal filing requirements, EEC is directed to provide, in the future, detailed
budget assumptions for the years under review,
5. EEC must further furnish the Authority with information requested during the course
of review with the intention to test efficiency of the EEC operations.
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6. EEC shall include in its quarterly RCA submissions, some analysis and explanation for
variances to make the provided quantitative information more understandable and
useful.
7. EEC is directed to keep a distinct account for unplanned maintenance to be reviewed
in conjunction with the RCA, enabling ease of opex analysis. The Authority will
determine the information to be reported on with regard to this account.
8. The approval for 2021/22 shall come into effect upon EEC’s satisfactory demonstration
that the conditions stipulated herein have been satisfied or will be satisfied by the given
dates, or upon satisfactory demonstration that conditions outside the control of the
company have hindered the satisfaction of the conditions. EEC shall provide an
indication of progress towards meeting the above stated conditions on or before the
1st day of February, 2021.

6. Stakeholder Consultations
6.1. Stakeholder Consultation Meetings
The Authority held public consultation meeting on the EEC’s Tariff Application as follows:
Date

Audience

Place

Time

Venue

04-Jan

Lubombo Public

Siteki

9:30 AM

Siteki Hotel

06-Jan

Hhohho Public

Piggs Peak

9:30 AM

Red Cross

07-Jan

Shiselweni Public

Nhlangano

9:30 AM

Water Services Auditorium

08-Jan

Trade Unions/Consumer groups/ other Interest Groups

Manzini

9:30 AM

The George

09-Jan

Govt Ministries & Business Community

Mbabane

9:30 AM

Mountain Inn

10-Jan

Hhohho Public

Mbabane

9:30 AM

Thokoza Centre

11-Jan

Manzini Public

Manzini

9:30 AM

Caritas

The overall turnout in the public consultations has greatly improved compared to past
meetings, an indication that Swazis are now appreciating the value of involvement in decision
making. This is very positive for the industry as decisions taken can accurately factor consumer
needs and expectations.
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6.2. Summary of Public Submissions
During the consultation meetings, quite a number of issues, which were almost common
across the region were raised. The issues raised have been summarized under the headings
below:
The timing of the Consultations
Some stakeholders raised concern over the timing of the hearing and attributed the ‘not-sogood’ attendance to the timing. The stakeholders decried that many people are back to work
and could not attend.
On another perspective, raised by the business community, the EEC’s application’s
publication was delayed and they had little time to prepare their presentation from an
informed position.
The Relevancy of Public Comments in the Review Process
Stakeholders in almost all the areas visited had some concerns regarding the relevance/
significance of their contribution in the tariff review process. Quite a number of consumers
felt that the consultation process was a mere formality and has no bearing in the tariff
adjustment decision.
Government Representation
Some stakeholders were concerned by the absence of a representative of government during
the consultation. They were of the view that government has to be represented in each
hearing so that she gets the feel of the people from the ground instead of relying on a report
by ESERA.
EEC’s Detailed Costs and Access Public to Presentation
Some stakeholders lamented the lack of access to EEC’s presentation, either in time, or lack
of detailed cost information. This, they said limited their meaningful contribution to the tariff
review process. They for instance, stated that they need to assess the deficit within EEC’s
revenue requirement which has necessitated the request for 5.7%.
EEC’s Efficiency
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Some consumers also raised concerns over the prudence of costs incurred by EEC. They
alleged that there is no streamlining of processes within EEC to ensure efficiency gains, in
particular when attending faults, this being the reason transport costs are high. Other
customers pointed out some inefficiencies in other non-core operations like bush-clearing,
citing both the lack of such and poorly supervised bush-clearing, as the reason for increased
maintenance costs. Other customers questioned the increased outsourcing of certain
activities by the utility company, and inefficient procurement processes, and alleged that
these may be other reasons for high operational costs.
Affordability
Affordability of electricity came as a concern to many stakeholders. They asserted that over
the past few years, electricity costs have greatly escalated. This happened at a time when
salary adjustments were deferred, unemployment levels were high and the consumers in
general had insufficient disposable income.
Based on the issues raised, many domestic consumers were of the view that tariffs should
not increase, or at least increase by a lower margin. Some gave acceptable increases ranging
from 2% to 3%.
The consumers further enquired what is being done to assist indigent customers so that they
are not excluded from the service. Others felt that a social tariff should also be applicable to
projects aimed at uplifting poor communities and in not-for-profit public institutions like
schools. Customers also enquired if government was (considering) contributing towards the
provision of social tariff.
ESERA was further challenged to assert her position regarding a tariff support mechanism for
indigent customers.
Cross-subsidization
Domestic customers felt they were paying high prices and they had difficulty understanding
that they are being subsidized by the business. They were in particular against the idea of
domestic tariffs increasing by a higher margin compared to other customer categories.
Connection Charges
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The issue of connection charges (or capital contribution) dominated the discussion in almost
all the regions. Different perspectives and/ or allegations were raised on the issue. Some
customers felt that connecting to the grid was business development for EEC and hence the
customer shall not foot the bill as EEC would recover the capital investment overtime
through tariffs. They also alleged that both the connection charges were high and bear no
relationship to the cost of the connection assets, citing cases in which a person brings
electricity to his home and when making a second connection, paying the same cost despite
that the connection point is now in the yard.
Generation Capacity
Many views were raised on the issue of increasing generation capacity. These views ranged
from exploring thermal power as the country has huge coal deposits, to integration of more
renewables into the grid. Other views were raised on whether EEC should undertake
generation or should IPPs be given more role. Although there were views to the effect that
generation should be owned by the public utility to avoid higher prices, a majority of
stakeholders acknowledged the significant role that IPPs can play in ensuring self-sufficiency
in generation.
Competition in the Market
Other stakeholders questioned the absence of competitors in the electricity industry. They
were of the view that if more utility companies are operating, costs will fall, hence benefitting
the customer. They made example of the telecommunication industry.
Tariff Structure
Some commercial customers raised concerns over the tariff structure. The first issue
discussed was the access charges. Cane growers in particular, were of the view that it is not
possible to balance the benefits of Time of Use tariffs and the access charge as there is time
in which they have to irrigate for over twelve hours continuously. It is therefore not possible
to avoid the access charge by shifting irrigation.
Another issue raised was the higher tariff for T1 compared to T3 and T4. T3 and T4 are
discounted to assist small scale farmers. They are however limited to 100kVA. However,
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because many small farmers share their meters, they find themselves not qualifying for these
tariffs as their demand becomes higher.
ESERA’s Independence and Transparency
The independence and transparency of the Regulator was questioned. Customers enquired
how much power does ESERA have in relation to government. An example made was
government’s directive to freeze all utility tariffs. ESERA was also questioned on her
transparency with regard to regulatory decisions i.e. how ESERA reach certain decisions.
Customer Service
The issue of customer service dominated the public consultations. Customers raised quite a
lot of issues concerning customer service, ranging from lengthy response time in cases of
power shortages, issues in application of new connections, to general attitude of EEC
personnel when rendering services. EEC’s customer contact centers/ procedures were also
under huge criticism for their failure to adequately capture for the needs of diverse
customers, especially those who are not so affluent.

6.3. Key Findings and Recommendations
Based on the submission by various stakeholders, it is recommended that:
1. ESERA strives to avail EEC’s future filings on time to give stakeholders sufficient time to
make informed inputs.
2. ESERA explores the possibility of having a government representative in each public
consultation meeting, to enable government to have first-hand information on public
issues or views.
3. EEC includes a balance of quantitative and qualitative data in her published application
to enable customers to make relevant quantitative analysis of both historical and
projected results and hence make informed contribution.
4. ESERA investigate the efficiency of EEC operations in the Operational Efficiency study
the Authority has already initiated. The results of the study will assist the Authority in
allowing prudently incurred costs into the tariff as per section 32 of the Electricity Act.
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5. ESERA fast-track the implementation of the subsidy framework to ease the tariff
burden on indigent consumers and also investigate how other social sectors can be
assisted with electricity tariffs.
6. ESERA fast-track the approval and implementation processes relating to the
Connection Charge Guidelines.
7. ESERA keeps track and constantly update the public on the implementation of the
Short-term Generation Expansion Plan to give assurance to stakeholders that there is
some action around the issue of generation expansion.
8. ESERA fast-track the market study to determine which phase of the market structure
should the industry progress to. This will allow an informed position on the issue of
opening up competition, especially in distribution and supply.
9. EEC investigate an effective tariff structure that will be favorable to its customers whilst
allowing the utility to effectively recover the allowed revenues.

Annexures
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Annexure A: 2016/17 RCA
Revenue Requirement Revision (Based on Actual Costs)
SERA Discretionary Pass-through

Budget & Actual Cost Data

Revised Revenue Requirement (E)

Budget
Revenue
Requirement

2016/17

Cost of Sales (Electricity Purchases)
Exchange Rate Difference
Cost of Sales (Excl Losses & Exch Rate Diff)
Cost of Sales (Losses at Budg Exch Rate)

y
DSM Price Savings Retained 0%
Max Loss Factor
13.5%

Operating and Maintenance

Cost variability

5%

Cost Driver

Customer Services

Cost variability

5%

Overheads

Cost variability

5%

Asset related revenue requirement
Depreciation
Return on Assets
Return on Working Capital
Cost variability

Demand

0%

Actual Revenue
Requirement

Automatic Cost
Variance Passthrough

1,373,890,370
1,188,437,054
185,453,317

1,307,880,123
1,122,717,123
185,163,000

-66,010,247
-65,719,931
-290,317

-74,609,431
-65,719,931
-8,889,500

33,897,500
23.8%
9,987,980
14.6%
-26,648,302
-16.0%

-43,535
0.0%
1,726,190
2.5%
0.0%

7,109,028
5.0%
3,500,223
5.0%
-18,304,180
-11.0%

26,832,007
18.9%
4,761,567
7.1%
-8,344,123
-5.0%

-5,698,583
11,050,675
8,667,097
-25,416,355
-195.5%
21,968,776

1,620,245
871,118
749,127
0.0%
-

0.0%
-

-7,318,828
10,179,558
7,917,969
-25,416,355
-195.5%
21,968,776

-18,849,762
0.0%
-51,352,639
-2.8%

-299,399.36

Min limit -5.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

142,224,089

176,121,589

Cost Driver Connections

Min limit -5.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

68,278,265

78,266,244

Cost Driver Connections

Min limit -5.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

166,882,452

140,234,150

94,632,357
43,887,738
37,741,750
13,002,869

88,933,774
54,938,413
46,408,846
-12,413,485

y

Cost Driver

Demand

Min limit -2.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

Bad debt
Adjusted for:
Less: Other Revenue
Reconciliation Adjustment
Other Adjustment

-

Cost variability

100%

Cost Driver

Energy

Total Revenue Requirement

Automatic
Tolerance
Band Passthrough
adjustment

Total Cost
Variance (Act Budget)

21,968,776

-15,084,025
-

-33,933,787
-

1,830,823,509

1,779,470,870
97.2%

588,401

0.0%
-71,605,930
-3.9%

Other Cost
Variance

8,599,183
8,599,183

-

-7,694,929
-0.4%

-18,550,363
0.0%
27,948,220
1.5%

Pass-through
Allowed
(% of Other
Cost Variance)

0%
10%

Discretionary
Pass-through

-

Revised Rev Req
(Final)

1,299,280,940
1,122,717,123
176,563,817

2,683,201
1.9%
476,157
0.7%
-5,006,474
-3.0%

151,972,782

88,933,774
54,938,413
46,408,846
-12,413,485

36%

10,179,558
7,917,969
-25,416,355
-195.5%
7,908,759

100%
0%
0%

-18,550,363
-

-33,933,787
-

-12,488,719
-0.7%

1,731,715,102
94.6%

10%
60%

100%
100%
100%

73,980,834
143,571,799

7,908,759

Reconciliation Adjustment Summary
Reconciliation Adjustment Phasing
Reconciliation Year

2016/17

Revised Revenue Requirement (Final)
Actual Revenues Earned
Total Reconciliation Adjustment

Recon yr +1

Recon yr +2

Recon yr +3

1,731,715,102
1,623,980,875
E'000

-107,734,228

UNDER-RECOVERY

Reconciliation Phasing

100%
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107,734,228
100%

0%

0%

To be added to budgted Revenue Requirement for each year indicated
Phased adjustment to the Regulated Revenue Requirement

Annexure B: 2017/18 RCA
Revenue Requirement Revision (Based on Actual Costs)
SERA Discretionary Pass-through

Budget & Actual Cost Data

Revised Revenue Requirement (E)

Budget
Revenue
Requirement

2017/18

Cost of Sales (Electricity Purchases)
Exchange Rate Difference
Cost of Sales (Excl Losses & Exch Rate Diff)
Cost of Sales (Losses at Budg Exch Rate)

y
DSM Price Savings Retained 0% N/A
Max Loss Factor
13.5%

Operating and Maintenance

Cost variability

5%

Cost Driver

Customer Services

Cost variability

50%

Overheads

Cost variability

50%

Asset related revenue requirement
Depreciation
Return on Assets
Return on Working Capital
Cost variability

Demand

Automatic Cost
Variance Passthrough

1,373,434,118
1,196,094,986
177,339,132

1,224,466,170
1,039,462,288
185,003,883

-148,967,948
-156,632,698
7,664,751

-168,668,897
-156,632,698
-12,036,199

36,833,207
23.5%
4,999,700
6.5%
-6,542,514
-4.4%

-4,050,708
-2.6%
486,938
0.6%
-4,442,117
-3.0%

-54,259,896
-9,071,316
-34,860,298
-10,328,283
0.0%
5,000,000

-20,602,090
-20,602,090
0.0%
-

Min limit -2.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

156,593,926

193,427,134

Cost Driver Connections

Min limit -5.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

77,125,279

82,124,978

Cost Driver

Min limit -2.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

148,576,492

142,033,979

157,356,366
91,215,591
66,140,775
-

103,096,470
82,144,275
31,280,477
-10,328,283

Energy

y

0%

Actual Revenue
Requirement

Total Cost
Variance (Act Budget)

Cost Driver

Demand

Min limit -2.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

Bad debt
Adjusted for:
Less: Other Revenue
Reconciliation Adjustment
Other Adjustment

-

Cost variability

100%

Cost Driver

Energy

Total Revenue Requirement

5,000,000

-14,375,338
77,147,665

-12,105,446
77,147,665

1,975,858,508

1,815,190,949
91.9%

12,811,191

2,269,892
0.0%
-160,667,559
-8.1%

-2,590,500
-3.4%
-199,867,375
-10.1%

Automatic
Tolerance
Band Passthrough
adjustment

Other Cost
Variance

19,700,950
19,700,950
7,627,161
5.0%
3,880,611
5.0%
-3,464,219
-2.4%

0.0%

8,043,553
0.4%

33,256,754
21.2%
632,151
0.9%
1,363,822
0.9%
-33,657,806
-9,071,316
-14,258,208
-10,328,283
#DIV/0!
5,000,000

2,269,892
2,590,500
3.4%
31,156,263
1.6%

Pass-through
Allowed
(% of Other
Cost Variance)

0%
10%

Discretionary
Pass-through

-

Revised Rev
Req (Final)

1,204,765,221
1,039,462,288
165,302,933

3,325,675
2.1%
63,215
0.1%
1,227,440
0.8%

163,496,055

103,096,470
82,144,275
31,280,477
-10,328,283

58%

-9,071,316
-14,258,208
-10,328,283
#DIV/0!
2,900,000

100%
100%
100%

2,269,892
2,590,500

-12,105,446
77,147,665

12,376,723
0.6%

1,762,753,603
89.2%

10%
90%

100%
100%
100%

81,556,042
141,897,596

2,900,000

Reconciliation Adjustment Summary
Reconciliation Adjustment Phasing
Reconciliation Year

2017/18

Revised Revenue Requirement (Final)
Actual Revenues Earned

1,762,753,603
1,945,548,864

Total Reconciliation Adjustment

E'000

Recon yr +1

182,795,261

OVER-RECOVERY

Reconciliation Phasing

100%
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Recon yr +2

-182,795,261
100%

Recon yr +3

0%

0%

To be added to budgted Revenue Requirement for each year indicated
Phased adjustment to the Regulated Revenue Requirement

Annexure C: 2018/19 RCA
Revenue Requirement Revision (Based on Actual Costs)
ESERA Discretionary Pass-through

Budget & Actual Cost Data

Revised Revenue Requirement (E)

Budget
Revenue
Requirement

2018/19

Cost of Sales (Electricity Purchases)
Exchange Rate Difference
Cost of Sales (Excl Losses & Exch Rate Diff)
Cost of Sales (Losses at Budg Exch Rate)

y
DSM Price Savings Retained 0% N/A
Max Loss Factor
13.5%

Operating and Maintenance

Cost variability

5%

Cost Driver

Customer Services

Cost variability

50%

Overheads

Cost variability

50%

Asset related revenue requirement
Depreciation
Return on Assets
Return on Working Capital
Cost variability

Demand

Automatic Cost
Variance Passthrough

1,553,649,677
1,343,052,509
210,597,168

1,313,474,215
1,129,534,389
183,939,826

-240,175,462
-213,518,120
-26,657,342

-246,796,268
-213,518,120
-33,278,149

48,422,845
29.2%
7,039,287
8.2%
-9,858,305
-6.9%

-1,969,611
-1.2%
5,978,586
7.0%
-2,607,086
-1.8%

-62,254,465
-5,138,826
-53,768,238
-3,347,402
0.0%
5,000,000

0.0%
-

Min limit -2.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

166,060,783

214,483,628

Cost Driver Connections

Min limit -5.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

85,967,635

93,006,922

Cost Driver

Min limit -2.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

143,349,207

133,490,901

260,785,607
94,072,422
166,713,185
-

198,531,142
88,933,596
112,944,948
-3,347,402

Energy

y

0%

Actual Revenue
Requirement

Total Cost
Variance (Act Budget)

Cost Driver

Demand

Min limit -2.0%

Max Limit 5.0%

Bad debt
Adjusted for:
Less: Other Revenue
Reconciliation Adjustment
Other Adjustment

-

Cost variability

100%

Cost Driver

Energy

Total Revenue Requirement

5,000,000

-14,743,327
154,295,330

-16,209,994
154,295,330

2,349,364,911

2,096,072,144
89.2%

386,317,594

-1,466,667
0.0%
-253,292,768
-10.8%

-3,445,255
-2.2%
-248,839,635
-10.6%

Automatic
Tolerance
Band Passthrough
adjustment

Other Cost
Variance

6,620,807
6,620,807
8,204,559
5.0%
1,060,702
1.2%
-6,864,170
-4.9%

0.0%

2,401,090
0.1%

42,187,897
25.4%
0.1%
-387,049
-0.3%
-62,254,465
-5,138,826
-53,768,238
-3,347,402
#DIV/0!
5,000,000

-1,466,667
3,445,255
2.2%
-6,854,223
-0.3%

Pass-through
Allowed
(%
of Other Cost
Variance)

0%
10%

Discretionary
Pass-through

-

Revised Rev
Req (Final)

1,306,853,408
1,129,534,389
177,319,019

4,218,790
2.5%
0.0%
-387,049
-0.3%

176,514,520

198,531,142
88,933,596
112,944,948
-3,347,402

100%

-5,138,826
-53,768,238
-3,347,402
#DIV/0!
5,000,000

100%
100%
100%

-1,466,667
3,445,255

-16,209,994
154,295,330

10,810,328
0.5%

2,051,482,230
87.3%

100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

93,006,922
133,490,901

5,000,000

Reconciliation Adjustment Summary
Reconciliation Adjustment Phasing
Reconciliation Year

2018/19

Revised Revenue Requirement (Final)
Actual Revenues Earned
Total Reconciliation Adjustment

Recon yr +1

Recon yr +2

Recon yr +3

2,051,482,230
2,330,972,040
E'000

279,489,810

OVER-RECOVERY

Reconciliation Phasing

100%
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-279,489,810
100%

0%

0%

To be added to budgted Revenue Requirement for each year indicated
Phased adjustment to the Regulated Revenue Requirement

Annexure D: Cost-Reflectivity Migration and Subsidy Rollout Scenario Results
Indicative Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

Tariffs
Lifeline
Scenario 1- IBT Dom.
Scenario 2- Single Block Dom.
Scenario 3- Base Case with Subsidy
Scenario 4- Base Case, No Subsidy

1.73
1.7345
1.7345
1.7345

Tariff Year
Indicative Year
Domestic
Scenario 1- IBT Dom. (block 1)
Scenario 1- IBT Dom. (Block2)

Year 0
2019/20

Block 1
Block 2

1.34
1.09
1.05
1.75

Year 1
2020/21

1.42
1.15
1.06
1.77

Year 2
2021/22

1.57
1.28
1.12
1.87

Year 3
2022/23

1.73
1.44
1.19
1.98

Year 4
2023/24

1.90
1.61
1.25
2.09

Year 5
2024/25

2.09
1.80
1.33
2.21

Year 6
2025/26

2.30
2.01
1.40
2.34

Year 7
2026/27

2.52
2.25
1.48
2.47

Year 8
2027/28

1.7345
1.7345

2.24
2.34

2.37
2.58

2.61
2.95

2.88
3.36

3.17
3.55

3.49
3.76

3.83
3.97

4.20
4.20

Scenario 2- Single Block Dom.

1.7345

1.82

1.91

2.14

2.39

2.68

2.99

3.35

3.75

Scenario 3- Base Case with Subsidy

1.7345

1.75

1.77

1.87

1.98

2.09

2.21

2.34

2.47

Scenario 4- Base Case, No Subsidy

1.7345

1.75

1.77

1.87

1.98

2.09

2.21

2.34

2.47

2.95

2.98

3.01

3.18

3.36

3.55

3.76

3.97

4.20

Cost of Service

Tariff Year
Indicative Year

Year 0
2019/20

Year 1
2020/21

Year 2
2021/22

Year 3
2022/23

Year 4
2023/24

Year 5
2024/25

Year 6
2025/26

Year 7
2026/27

Year 8
2027/28

Subsidy Movement (Paying
Customers)
Scenario 1- IBT Dom.
Scenario 2- Single Block Dom.
Scenario 3- Base Case with Subsidy
Scenario 4- Base Case, No Subsidy

Tariff Year
Indicative Year

0
0
0

Year 0
2019/20

-183,183,413
-5,668,988
21,623,811
9,006,781

Year 1
2020/21

-28,261,470
-8,777,370
19,287,845
6,405,857

Year 2
2021/22

122,222
55,330,825
118,004,456
103,074,780

Year 3
2022/23

-21,135,480
2,652,531
70,499,780
53,950,968

Year 4
2023/24

-24,122,346
-23,245,637
61,984,677
58,736,959

Year 5
2024/25

-30,165,125
-36,113,157
67,380,352
63,947,514

Year 6
2025/26

-37,077,744
-51,774,767
73,248,808
69,620,298

Year 7
2026/27

-44,966,407
-73,075,756
79,631,650
75,796,315

Year 8
2027/28

Total Cross-subsidy
Scenario 1- IBT Dom.
Scenario 2- Single Block Dom.
Scenario 3- Base Case with Subsidy
Scenario 4- Base Case, No Subsidy

489,684,923
489,684,923
489,684,923
489,684,923

306,501,509
484,015,935
511,308,734
498,691,703

278,240,039
475,238,565
530,596,579
505,097,560

278,362,261
530,569,390
648,601,035
608,172,341

257,226,781
533,221,921
719,100,815
662,123,309
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233,104,434
509,976,284
781,085,492
720,860,268

202,939,309
473,863,128
848,465,844
784,807,782

165,861,565
422,088,361
921,714,652
854,428,080

120,895,158
349,012,605
1,001,346,301
930,224,395

Annexure E: Summary of Public Submission by Customer Grouping
BUSINESS CUSTOMERS AND GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS
A meeting held at the Mountain Inn, Mbabane, on 09 January 2020, was attended by various
company/corporate representatives, government representatives and government parastatals,
some of whom made submissions regarding the proposed tariff increase following the Authority’s
invitation. Issues raised were as follows:
•

There is a high dependency on imported electricity, and we are still placing more emphasis
on hydro generation of electricity. With the issue of climate change, how determined is the
Utility to invest more on sustainable means to generate, apart from hydro generation.

•

Why doesn’t EEC stick to the inflation given by the Central Bank?

•

Cane Growers raised a concern about the time of use tariff category, where the request
made to regulator was that the T4 be raised to 300/400 Kv.

•

Cane Growers also raised a concern about the time of use not compatible with their
irrigation sprinkler system, thus requested that the regulator should consider freezing
period roles.

•

Tabankulu commented that the local tariff is expensive compared to South Africa, and the
regulator should engage companies to generate electricity more locally.

•

A suggestion was raised that the Utility minimizes the number of projects it embarks on per
year, so that their budget cannot heavily impact the tariff, and this will also be convenient
for the electricity user.

•

The regulator and utility were reminded that government currently suspended all capital
projects, and the regulator was asked how they will handle this situation once the proposed
VAT structure is implemented.

•

Establishing a separate tariff category for the community boreholes as the current category
is expensive

•

The risk that EEC is placing herself in by giving contractors its core functions

•

Connection charges continue to be a thorny issue among customers

•

How the proposed projects would be funded?

•

The Shiselweni region is the most hit hard by poor service (quotations, fault restoration and
general queries

•

Expensive tariffs will cause a deflection from the national grid

DOMESTIC CUSTOMERS
Generally, domestic consumers were against the proposed tariff by EEC. Some even went on to
suggest that ESERA should have rejected the application from EEC when they received it (November
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2019). For instance, in Siteki and Nhlangano, domestic customers lamented on reports on the media
about huge profits made by EEC and how that should alleviate the high tariff hikes.
Issues to do with customer service and accessibility of the call centre were common in all the regions
where domestic customers gathered for inputs. There was also the issue of quality of electricity,
where there is too much load shedding or electricity just going off and damaging appliances for
consumers.
Another issue of concern raised in most of the regions was whether the elderly and vulnerable were
considered by the utility in calculating the tariff as they cannot afford same.
A proposal made by the consumers is that EEC should hire its contractors on a full -time basis in
order to curtail the exorbitant costs for hiring independent contractors. It was further proposed that
in a means to reduce her operational costs EEC staff should take proper care of the organisation’s
assets such as their vehicles. The major concern is that at the moment this is not the case as the
vehicles are abused. It was pointed out that if customers are currently paying for depreciation of
assets, why should they finance new assets?
It was moreover proposed that more safety measures should be put in place to safeguard against bypassing and copper theft instead of transferring the cost of same to customers.
It was expressed that there is lack of transparency from EEC as they have failed in their application
to show a detailed breakdown of the revenue requirement.

➢ Economic Impact
-

Issues raised by domestic customers around the proposed tariff is the issue of affordability
of electricity based on the application being higher than the current inflation rate, this
means more people will struggle to afford electricity.

-

Moreover, the domestic customers indicated that government had declared a zero percent
increase on the cost of living adjustment for public servants which indicates the
unaffordability of the public with regards to the proposed tariff.

-

Domestic consumers also questioned EEC on why they are not aiming much progress with
regards to improving on local generation which could reduce the over reliance on imports. It
was further a prevalent concern that one of the projects to be embarked on by EEC was a
thermal coal fired plant. The concern by the domestic consumers was that more reliance on
renewable power models should be embarked on.

-

A concern amongst the domestic customers in almost all the regions was EEC’s delay in
responding to and resolving customer electricity faults.

-

Government will be forced to have to subsidise electricity if it has to control inflation, as a
result of the proposed tariff.

➢ Social Impact
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-

The proposed tariff poses a huge social problem. With such high tariffs which will result to
huge job losses for family breadwinners, people will not have access to electricity, which has
become a basic need.

-

High crime rate will be a direct result of unemployment and other issues to do with safety
will be on the rise. This will n turn make crimes such as by passing and copper theft
predominant as people will resort to any means necessary to make ends meet.

-

The proposed tariff has a huge bearing on inflation should it be effected as it is, mainly
because most businesses need electricity to operate, and when it becomes expensive to
afford electricity, some businesses will be forced to increase prices, hugely increasing the
cost of living.

TRADE UNIONS AND CONSUMER FORUMS
A meeting held at the George hotel, Manzini on 08 Jan 2020, was attended by representatives from
the different trade unions and consumer groups. Issues raised were as follows:
•

Government declared a pause on the Cost of Living adjustment for 3 years, where part of
the agreement made with government in this regard was a pause on all increments until
COLA is effected.

•

TUCOSWA expressed that this move will cause them to opt for a mass protest against
government due to the strain it will cause on the nation financially.

•

SNAT expressed that the approval of this application will propel poverty. The Union also
questioned if the regulator had considered the poverty line as a tariff hike would
disadvantage certain audiences who also need electricity power.

•

The Consumer Groups questioned why the Utility charges the customer for its investments.
They also expressed that the Utility is over spending through the many sub-contractors is
engages, and this cost is burdened on the customer.

•

It was expressed that EEC should be profit oriented in their pricing as they are a state-owned
enterprise, mandated to ensure an adequate supply of electricity to all Emaswati.

•

The forum also expressed their observation that the Authority only conducts public hearings
as a formality, however when it comes to decision making, they feel the submissions made
are not considered.

•

The regulator and EEC should encourage more private companies to generate electricity and
sell it to the utility.

➢ Economic Impact from Trade Unions and Consumer Forums
-

Given the 3-year COLA freeze, the tariff hike will greatly disadvantage civil servants.

-

The hike will drive the disadvantaged groups towards not affording electricity at all.

➢ Social Impact from business customers
-

The tariff hike will propel poverty as more people will not be able to afford.

-

This hike will drive TUCOSWA towards a protest because it opposes agreements made with
government.
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